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Dolan’s destiny

You probably can count on one hand the number of November
Niners who have had continued success after each of their historic runs
to that elite final table. Some made a few immediate deep runs, while
others turned their good fortune into guest appearances at charity poker events. For the most part, unless they already were famous (Phil Ivey,
Michael Mizrachi), most of the November Niners who didn’t win the title
slipped back into oblivion after their 15 minutes of fame.
Not John Dolan. He isn’t a flashy guy and he certainly doesn’t go out
of his way for attention. But after entering his 2010 November Nine
final table second in chips and coming away fourth for $1.7 million,
he certainly has been motivated. Dolan, who used to be a dealer for a
small poker room in North Florida, had a modest 2011 before turning
it on in 2012, and he started that year off with a bang. The first major
event of the season, the $5K Million Dollar Heater in January at the
Beau Rivage, had 210 players in 2012 and Dolan mowed down the
field for $336K. After the victory, someone on the Beau’s staff (we suspect Johnny Grooms) gave Dolan two 9S to hold up for his winning pose
on our cover as a little joke. Boy, did we hear about that! And Dolan
took the attention in stride.
A few months later, he was runner-up at the World Poker Tour’s
Hard Rock Showdown Main Event (good for $459K) and his spot atop
our Player of the Year leaderboard was secure. Some players made a
good run, but Dolan wouldn’t relinquish his position, and now he’s our
2012 Ante Up Player of the Year. We chatted with him to see how life
has been since his November Nine appearance and asked him about
his amazing run in 2012 that earned him nearly a million dollars in
tournament cashes. You can read that story on Page 34.
This also is a great chance for us to look ahead to this year’s POY
race. The Ante Up Poker Tour will play a major role in deciding this
year’s winner as all AUPT events (not just the main event) will give
players a chance to earn points toward that coveted title. You can find
all of the POY details and who is leading our 2013 race on Page 35.
We’ll see you at the tables.
— Christopher Cosenza and Scott Long

Clarification
A column in our January issue used information from the Pittsburgh
Tribune-Review without proper credit. We believe this to be an isolated
incident and we’ve redoubled our efforts to make sure any information that appears in Ante Up is credited properly. We apologize for the
error.
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MISSISSIPPI

Exciting year in store in MISS.
T

he weather was a balmy 70 degrees on the Gulf Coast during the
Million Dollar Heater, but you wouldn’t have known it by looking
at the beach outside the Beau Rivage. Poker players
had come from far and wide to compete in the largest of the MGM Regional Shootout Series events,
and all of them were crammed into the second-floor
ballroom. What started with poker room manager
Johnny Grooms and tournament director Eric Comer redesigning their tournament series to reinvent what
JENNIFER GAY was the World Poker Tour Southern Poker ChamMISSISSIPPI pionship has grown into a viable independent series
that continues to draw some of the largest fields
in southern poker. By the time this column hits the stands, the Million Dollar Heater will have crowned new champions, kicking off the
Mississippi Tour to begin again with qualifiers for the 2014 championship. The first stop is a returning favorite: the Spring Break Classic
at the Beau Rivage (March 21-31). A schedule of events and blindstructure information is available at beaupoker.com or see the ad on
the facing page.
After the Beau, the action will be at the Gold Strike in Tunica for
the Delta Gold Classic (May 3-13), but then Mississippi takes a break
to allow for solid representation at the World Series in Vegas, only to
reconvene at the Gold Strike for the annual World Poker Open (July
18-Aug. 5). The year will wrap up in the south at the Gulf Coast Poker
Championship (Aug. 22-Sept. 2), and at the north end of the state
with Gold Strike’s Winter Classic (Oct. 31-Nov. 10). All of these are
guaranteed to be excellent events and will be worth the trip.
After the Million Dollar Heater, you can bet every player with a
buy-in will be headed north to Harrah’s Tunica for the WSOP Circuit
(Jan. 24-Feb. 4). This event is a regional “who’s who” with all of the
more prominent circuit grinders competing for points in the annual
race to the national championship. It won’t be an easy field by any
means, with familiar faces at nearly every table, but there will be massive prize pools and bragging rights up for grabs.
Back down south, another poker room is on the brink of opening. At the current Isle Casino location, the Golden Nugget has planted roots in Biloxi and is promising all the poker action and promotions
it’s famous for in Vegas and Atlantic City. The first phase includes
moving most gaming tables and machines to the first floor, with the
final phase (expected to be completed by March 2014) including a

Artist’s rendition of Golden Nugget Biloxi
renovated poker room that will be adjacent to an events center and
board rooms. The proximity will make it easier to host a tournament
series. The property will remain Isle Casino until the first phase is
completed, with an anticipated rebranding expected as early as this
summer and no later than Labor Day.
On a side note, in January, I had more and more readers approach
me to let me know they read the column, inquire about Ante Up Poker
Cruises and the Ante Up Poker Tour, and let me know they enjoy the
magazine. It’s ever so appreciated. We love to hear from you. Please
email your questions, bad-beat stories and requests to the below email
address or look for me at any of the above mentioned events. Looking
forward to seeing you on the tables!  
— Jennifer Gay is Ante Up’s Mississippi Ambassador. She can be contacted at
facebook.com/aceofjewels or at jennifergay80@hotmail.com.

Winter Poker Classic, Gold Strike, Dec. 14-22
Event 1 • $230 NLHE

Event 6 • $230 Omaha/8

Event 11 • $340 NLHE

Event 2 • $400 NLHE

Event 7 • $230 Seniors

Event 12 • $230 O/8

Event 3 • $340 NLHE

Event 8 • $120 WTA

Event 13 • $230 NLHE

Event 4 • $230 Omaha/8

Event 9 • $120 NLHE

$800 Main Event

Event 5 • $120 NLHE

Event 10 • $230 Stud/8

Entries: 184 • Pool: $35,696
Ricky Taylor, $11,776
Entries: 65 • Pool: $22,698
Josiah Burdette, $6,390
Entries: 240 • Pool: $69,840
Jerry Thielemier, $23,048
Entries: 87 • Pool: $16,878
Brandon Boman, $6,077

Entries: 213 • Pool: $20,661
David Rylander, $6,818

Entries: 73 • Pool: $14,162
Herb Tapscott, $5,099

Entries: 173 • Pool: $26,578
Michael Budde, $8,770
Entries: 37 • Pool: $3,589
Loi Hoang, $3,589
Entries: 161 • Pool: $15,617
Terry Stuhldreher, $5,154

Entries: 119 • Pool: $34,629
Emmitt Humphrey, $12,467
Entries: 55 • Pool: $10,670
Robert Heard, $3,841
Entries: 157 • Pool: $30,458
Barry Schultz, $10,053

Entries: 260 • Pool: $189,150
Jonathan Taylor, $56,746

Entries: 31 • Pool: $6,014
Hod Berman, $2,406
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Huge jackpot hits at Coushatta Casino Resort
T

he bad-beat jackpot at Coushatta Casino Resort recently hit for
more than $444K after accumulating for more than a year. And
if that’s not interesting enough, the story behind the
hand is hilarious. To qualify, a player needed quad
fives beaten. In mid December, there was an Aces
Cracked promotion, and at a $4-$8 limit hold’em
table aces vs. kings vs. queens were dealt preflop.
The board ran out K-Q-5-K-Q as quad kings beat
MATT STROUD quad queens. When the hands were flipped, people
LOUISIANA applauded the player for his cracked aces. Once the
dealer made it aware that the jackpot had been hit,
the table went crazy. The loser of the hand got more than $220K,
while the winner got a little more than $112K. The other eight players

at the table took home $14K each as a great holiday gift.
But there’s still a lot of money to be won in the bad-beat jackpot
at Coushatta as the jackpot was $346K at press time. There’s also a
backup jackpot, which hovered around $226K.
PLAYER SPOTLIGHT: I’m always interested in meeting new people or
hearing great stories. If you want to honor a great dealer or floor person from your favorite casino or poker room in Louisiana, or have a
poker buddy that had a huge tournament victory, or just have something funny to share, please don’t be afraid to shoot an email and it
may make the monthly spotlight.
— Matt Stroud is Ante Up’s Louisiana Ambassador. Email him at matt.anteup@
gmail.com. Follow him on Twitter @acadianapkrplyr and visit facebook.com/
acadianapokerplayers.

Local rooms offer great promotions
G

enerally speaking, tournament players get most of the attention
in the poker community. From the large top prizes, prestigious titles and TV time, tournaments attract players from
all around the world. But what are poker rooms
doing to attract loyal cash-game players? They are
adding various jackpots and numerous promotions
to create buzz and bring in new players.
Jackpots and promotions are becoming the
norm in most casinos and some are becoming quite
GARRETT ROTH inventive with their marketing ideas. Here are a few
Northern California rooms that are ahead of the
NORCAL
curve when it comes to making cash-game grinders
happy and eager to return.
101 CASINO: In Petaluma, this room runs some great promotions, one
of which is Morning Bargains. This will allow you to buy in for $80
and receive $100 in chips. You must play for two hours and it provides
free breakfast before 8:30 a.m. The room also has Omaha Bargains
before 11 a.m., which will give you $20 when buying in for $100.
Finally, 101 Casino offers a Super Bad Beat, Mini Bad Beat, Omaha

Women shine at WSOPC

Flynt’s Holiday Classic
surpasses all guarantees

T
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s one might expect, the month between
Thanksgiving and Christmas is a slow time
in the Los Angeles cardrooms. That being said,
the Hustler’s 10-event Larry
Flynt’s Holiday Poker Classic
surpassed all guarantees, and
it wasn’t even close.
Starting the day after
Thanksgiving, Event 1, with
a $150K guarantee, ended
DAVE PALM up with more than 1,600
LOS ANGELES entrants and a prize pool of
more than $245K. This trend
continued all the way through the final event,
Event 10, with a prize pool of almost $150K on
a $100K guarantee.
All totaled, the guaranteed events ($650K)
had a remarkable total prize pool of $1,086,500.
Though not a lot of big-named pros were in the
money, local Massoud Eskandari had three cashes
and two final tables. In addition, he won the
$500 DeepStack Championship at Hustler
right after Christmas.
Other than the L.A. Poker Classic at Commerce, the only real opportunity in town for
the everyday player on a limited bankroll is the
Winter Hold’em event at Hollywood Park. The
highlight of this is the $200K guarantee $100
entry with one optional $60 rebuy.
Beginning Feb. 22, the re-entry event will
have 10 starting flights, one each day through
March 3. Ten percent of the field will cash with
the top six percent advancing to the final day
of play March 4.
This is a great opportunity at a chance for a
big score for a reasonable buy-in.
— Dave Palm is Ante Up’s Los Angeles Ambassador.
Email him at LA.AnteUp@gmail.com.

jackpot, Aces Cracked, royal flush and high-hand bonuses daily.
ARTICHOKE JOE’S: In San Bruno, Joe’s has a wide variety of jackpots
that will fit any player’s needs. It offers a Big Hand Double, Double
Hand 9 High, Texas Hold’em Bad Beat and Omaha jackpots. Artichoke Joe’s pays out a massive amount of money each month to its
players and continues to be one of the hot spots in NorCal for jackpots
and promotions.
LIVERMORE CASINO: You can go to its website and print out a coupon
that allows you to receive $50 in chips when you buy-in for $20. You
must play for two hours minimum and it must be your first time playing in the poker room. Livermore Casino also offers a bad-beat jackpot, royal-flush bonuses and three daily high-hand bonuses.
Make sure to check out the Where to Play section in the back of
the magazine as many of these rooms are constantly adding new promotions and inventing new ways to make cash games more profitable
than ever.
— Garrett Roth is the Ante Up Ambassador for Northern California and the
Where to Play editor. Email him at roth@anteupmagazine.com and follow him
on Twitter @GarrettRoth.

Massoud
Eskandari
Flynt’s results
Event 1 • $130 NLHE

Entries: 1,650 • Pool: $246,650
Yu Chan Seo, $60K

Event 2 • $150 NLHE

Entries: 122 • Pool: $14,640
Ak Nguyen, $4,200

Event 3 • $120 NLHE

Entries: 286 • Pool: $42,540
Johnny Ngo, $12K

Event 4 • $120 NLHE

Entries: 1,265 • Pool: $181,385
Huicun Qiao, $40K

Event 5 • $150 NLHE

Entries: 104 • Pool: $12,480
Richard Amiri, $4K

Event 6 • $250 NLHE

Entries: 199 • Pool: $42,785
Greg Gabriel, $12,110

Event 7 • $150 NLHE
Entries: 82 • Pool: $9,840
Ilan Brand, $3,350

Event 8 • $150 NLHE

Entries: 2,110 • Pool: $425,105
Joe Weinberger, $100K

Event 9 • $150 NLHE

Entries: 84 • Pool: $10,080
Michael Nia, $3,600

Event 10 • $120 NLHE

Entries: 1,037 • Pool: $148,035
Nick Loxley, $32K

he recent World Series of Poker Circuit at Harrah’s Rincon
turned out to be a nice one for the ladies, who made some
impressive showings. Five of the 12 ring events featured women at
the final table.
Donna Delfin made Rincon WSOPC history by
becoming the first woman there to win a ring, taking down Event 5. And this comes on the heels of
her impressive showing in the WSOPC at Harveys
Lake Tahoe, making two final tables, including a
second-place finish.
Pro Nancy Birnbaum claimed her second ring after
LORIANN
winning Event 8, and she won the ladies event.
PERSINGER
Other notable final-table appearances: Event 2,
SOCAL
Michelle Owen and Mary Anne Madruga, seventh and
ninth, respectively; main event, Phuong Tran, third; Event 11, Ting Ho,
fourth; and I finished fourth in Event 12.
SUPER BOWL AT SYCUAN: The poker room is calling it “Attack of the
Big Game” jackpot bonus, and here are the details for cash players
during the big game: All jackpot-eligible tables will receive a $100
rack attack two hours before kickoff; $100 rack attacks will be given
out for every point scored. Beginning at noon, all jackpot-eligible
(no missed blinds) players will receive one drawing ticket every 30
minutes for the cash drawings. Additional drawing tickets can be
earned with a full house or better in hold’em and Omaha players
earn one entry ticket with any nines full or better. Cash drawings
will be at 10 p.m. when eight names will be drawn from the barrel
and each winner will receive $250. Get there early.
PALA POKER: A seven-way chop determined the winners of the New
Year’s Day tournament that earned $1,260 for the American Red
Cross Hurricanes 2012 Fund. The tournament drew 65 players and
the top seven earned $377 each (Bob Muehlberg, Sharon Thorson, Tammy
Murray, Showguang Lee, Kristen Penney, Vinnie Engen and Roger Bennett).
The third annual Pala Open will be Feb. 2-10. Visit palacasino.
com for schedule information.
— LoriAnn Persinger is Ante Up’s Southern California Ambassador. Email her
at anteuploriann@gmail.com.
* Please see WSOPC results and photos on next page.
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WSOP Circuit, Harrah’s Rincon, Dec. 6-17
Two women, Donna Deflin (Event 5) and Nancy Birnbaum (Event 8), captured World Series of
Poker Circuit rings in historic fashion. Jon Chehanske won the main event and nearly $108K.

Event 1 • $365 NLHE

Event 2 • $365 NLHE

Event 3 • $365 H.O.R.S.E.

Event 4 • $365 NLHE

Event 5 • $365 NLHE

Event 6 • $365 NLHE

Event 7 • $365 6-Max

Event 8 • $365 NLHE

Event 9 • $1,125 NLHE

$1,675 Main Event

Event 11 • $580 NLHE

Event 12 • $365 NLHE

Entries: 205 • Pool: $61,500
Alex Masek, $15,989

Entries: 126 • Pool: $37,800
Valentin Vornicu, $10,858

Entries: 157 • Pool: $47,100
Michael Souza, $12,718

Entries: 162 • Pool: $48,600
Nancy Birnbaum, $13,122

Entries: 71 • Pool: $21,300
Matthew Schultz, $7,241

Entries: 85 • Pool: $85K
Jessie Bryant, $27,202

Entries: 400 • Pool: $120K
Michael Wynn, $26,405

Entries: 306 • Pool: $459K
Jon Chehanske, $107,862

Entries: 141 • Pool: $42,300
Donna Deflin, $11,844

Entries: 107 • Pool: $53,500
Fedor Truntsev, $16,048

Entries: 135 • Pool: $40,500
Jimmy Nguyen, $11,341

Entries: 103 • Pool: $30,900
Atrayon Trevino, $9,270

INTERESTED IN LOCAL TOURNAMENTS AND PROMOTIONS? TURN TO OUR WHERE TO PLAY PAGES IN THE BACK OF THE MAGAZINE.
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Pbkc looks to make WSOPC bigger and better
T
Christmas Classic, PBKC
he third time is the charm, so goes the saying. Not that there was
much wrong with the first two years of hosting the World Series
of Poker Circuit, but Noah Carbone is always looking to make things
better at his Palm Beach Kennel Club poker room and feels he needs
to correct a couple of minor glitches.
Two starting days and a Florida-record (at the
time) of 877 players marked the inaugural event in
2011, but the field for Event 1 in 2102 exploded to
2,607 players over the three starting days, and still
many people were unhappy as hundreds waited until
the last second to enter and were turned away.
This year, Event 1 will have four opening sessions
DAVE LEMMON for the $580 buy-in tournament, each starting at 11
SOUTH FLORIDA a.m. Feb. 13-16 and with 75 tables plus alternates,
this PBKC event could surpass the record 3,001 entrants at Horseshoe Hammond in 2011. Some ticket-selling glitches
will be avoided by selling entries right up until the start of the event,
with no seats held back. Players can go to the PBKC website and purchase tickets.
“As always, we implore players not to wait until the last second,”
said Carbone, PBKC’s director of poker.
A numbered ID bracelet system will be in place to avoid the long
lines and pushing/shoving fiasco that emerged on the final opening
day last time. Twice as many poker chips have been ordered for this
event to correct some confusion that occurred with different-colored
chips.
“We’ve been taking many phone calls asking how we are getting
prepared, and when people hear about the steps we are taking, they
are pretty happy,” said Carbone, looking forward to the 12 WSOPC
events in 12 days.
The series’ $1,675 main event will have two opening sessions, at
noon and 7 p.m. on Feb. 23.
POKER EXPANSION AT GULFSTREAM: Recent announcements about a
multimillion dollar redevelopment at Gulfstream Park have had poker
players wondering how the improvements will affect them. Expect exciting changes, said Scott Poole, director of poker.
“I’ve always wanted to have a bigger poker room, one that could
potentially host big tournaments, maybe even on a national scale,”
Poole said. “While the main focus of this expansion will be on the racing side because the goal is to attract another Breeders’ Cup, there will
definitely be expanded floor space for both poker and slots.”
Poole expects the poker room to “at least triple in size, with 60 or
more tables.”
Poole also said the room, which he expects to be on the second floor
possibly above a new casino room, will have a European-style look
that will be designed according to the tastes of Gulfstream chairman
Frank Stronach.
“Mr. Stronach is completely dedicated to this build-out, regardless
of any destination casinos coming to South Florida in the future. He
has an extreme passion for both racing and poker,” Poole said.
Two hotels, one at each end of the track, are planned, along

Event 1 • $235 NLHE

Event 6 • $125 Bounty

Event 2 • $125 NLHE

Event 7 • $555 NLHE

Ben Berg, $14,710
Erik Billy, $3,890

Event 3 • $125 NLHE
Javier Sarache, $4,130

Event 4 • $125 H.O.R.S.E.
Rodney Victor, $3,540

Ryan Gianquitti

Event 5 • $125 NLHE
Joaquin Sosa, $5,350

Bob Hume, $2,950

Ryan Gianquitti, $38,525

See the ad on the
facing page for the
WSOPC at Palm
Beach Kennel Club
this month.

Fun In the Sun, Hard Rock Hollywood
Event 1 • $350 NLHE

Event 3 • $150 NLHE

Event 5 • $125 NLHE

Event 2 • $240 NLHE

$560 Main Event

Event 6 • $350 NLHE

Entries: 394 • Pool: $118,200
Cesar Fuentes, $25K*
Entries: 42 • Pool: $10K
Mike Moed, $3,100*

Entries: 140 • Pool: $16,800
Eric Leff, $4K*
Entries: 334 • Pool: $167K
Carl Vanderwarker, $35,898*

Entries: 42 • Pool: $5K
Hector Pacheco, $1K*

Entries: 118 • Pool: $15K
Larry Stoddard, $3,400*

with parking garages and grandstand seating for more than 50,000
patrons. The expansion begins after the 2013 racing season ends in
April. Racing dates are being filed, but Stronach hopes that yearround racing is just around the corner, another probability that has
Poole excited.
“Our poker room revenues were up 12 percent from the previous
December, which was the first time in recent memory that we had
live racing during the holiday season,” Poole said. “With live racing
going on, we always see a huge bump in revenues and the number of
players in the cardroom, so that will be great for us when new dates
are in place.”
Look for future tie-ins with local sporting events such as NASCAR
and the Super Bowl, along with possible tour stops from some of the
major poker tours, something that was previously impossible because
of the size of the current 20-table room.
PERMAPLATE CHARITY: The second annual PermaPlate Charity tournament at the Isle on Jan. 6 attracted 93 players to equal the field of
the inaugural 2012 event and raise another $35,000 for Women in
Distress and the Sun-Sentinel Children’s Fund.
Cathyne Rankin of Plantation may have sacrificed some value, but
definitely picked the prize she wanted after a three-way chop agreed
upon with David Shaw and Dr. Richard Blanchar. Rankin, who had a massive chip lead, split the top prize of $7,000 with Shaw and Blancher,
but in addition chose to claim the third-place prize, a four-day/threenight stay at the Atlantis Resort in the Bahamas.
Tournament organizers, Bryan Oulton and Sandy Swartzbaugh of AllIn Free Poker, were pleased with the turnout, which included ex-Miami Dolphin Jason Taylor and former WPT final-tabler Abbey Daniels.
— Big Dave Lemmon is Ante Up’s South Florida Ambassador. Email him at
bigdave@pokeractionline.com.
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Umerah wins College title at bestbet jax
O

nonike Umerah, a senior at the University of North Florida studying psychology, captured
the second College Poker Challenge at bestbet Jacksonville on Dec. 15, chopping first place
with Nathan Lauer, but winning the trophy and title.
The field had nearly 100 entries, but in the end it was Umerah’s K-5 that
held up against Lauer’s Q-9.
For its second CPC, bestbet issued each player a ticket for a drawing that
featured prizes such as LED TVs, a mini iPad, Kindle Fire and much more.
Events coordinator Jeremiah Curtis was lauded for his efforts as Umerah
thanked
him for a fine tournament.
CHAZ ALLEN
I also want to bring attention to bestbet’s Facebook page (JAXPokerRoom).
NORTH FLORIDA The content is a fun read, including poker trivia questions, card hands and general questions about poker. I look forward to each posting.
DBKC: I’m also impressed with Daytona Beach Kennel Club & Poker Room’s Facebook page
(DBKCandPR). It’s informative and colorful, and keeps players on top of what’s happening at
the poker room. The page just jumps out at you. It recently called attention to DBKC’s Rewards
Program, of which I don’t think many people are aware.
— Chaz Allen is the Ante Up Ambassador for North Florida. Email him at anteup.chazallen@gmail.com.

Ononike Umerah

Dania Jai-Alai
Allison Brock of Ft. Lauderdale took the first-place trophy as chipleader of the Dec. 19 Dan Le Batard 790 The Ticket
Celebrity tournament at Dania Jai-Alai.
The final table of nine players decided it was time to chop as they each were happy winning $348 in the holiday
freeroll tournament. There were 150 players who generated more than $3,500 in the prize pool. Most of the poker
players brought a toy to be donated to the Youth Achieving and Succeeding Charity.

NEWS
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Hard Rock, Derby Lane have strong 2012 finish

W

hile the larger buy-in tournament scene hasn’t hit
the Tampa Bay area, it hasn’t stopped the flurry of
series brought to you by Tampa Hard
Rock and Derby Lane. The two
poker rooms with the largest
capacity in the bay area (each
with more than 45 tables),
completed December series
that saw players fly in from all
ANDREW
over the country to participate.
MALOWITZ
The Hard Rock series was its third
CENTRAL FLA.
under the World Poker Tour Regional
umbrella, and each of the 11 events had a minimum
$10K guarantee.
Joseph Carpenter ($86,849) won the $1,500 main event,
which carried a $250K guarantee. The Hard Rock poker
room will host its spring WPT series March 1-10 (See the
ad on Page 47).
Derby Lane took a different approach to the tournament season with its economical 12 Days of Christmas series. Buy-ins ranged $125-$450 and two
player-appreciation tournaments where the rake
was less than 5 percent of the buy-in.
With the addition of an all-in-or-fold tournament and a six-max event, the series drew large
fields, including 300-plus players for each of the
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multiday events.
The tournaments also included prizes for high hands
during select blind levels, including Ante Up Poker Cruise
packages and seats in the main event, which drew
271 runners (including me). In the end, there was
a three-way chop for $16K each, but Ilya Nicholas
was declared the winner and earned his picture
in Ante Up.
Derby is looking to start the tournament
year off with a new “poker run” event that will be
monthly multiday tournaments, where the winner each
month will come back at the end of the year and play for
a champion’s bracelet. With the addition of that on the
Derby calendar, I’m sure it will continue its tournament
series by itself or by hooking up with a tour.
• Camp Bow Wow will hold its annual Cupids & Canines charity event at Derby Lane Feb. 9 at noon. The
$100 tournament is open to the public (includes $5 dealer
add-on and $5 house fee). A $30 optional add-on will contribute to the Bow Wow Buddies Foundation. For
more info, call 813-870-2267.
CAR WINNER: Congratulations to Ron Trytek, who
won a Fiat 500 as part of a One-Eyed Jacks poker room promotion at Sarasota Kennel Club.
— Andrew Malowtiz is Ante Up’s Central Florida Ambassador. Email him at anteupanndrew@gmail.com.

12 Days of Xmas
Event 1 • $200 NLHE

Entries: 129 • Pool: $22,833
Jeff Pike

Event 2 • $330 6-Max
Entries: 68 • Pool: $20,196
Peter Walsworth

Event 3 • $220 NLHE

Entries: 292 • Pool: $56,940
John Pierola

Event 4 • $310 NLHE

Entries: 106 • Pool: $31,482
Heather Brook

Event 5 • $200 Seniors
Entries: 99 • Pool: $17,523
Eugene Stone

Event 7 • $200 Bounty
Entries: 82 • Pool: $14,514
David Tuthill

Event 8 • $170 6-Max

Entries: 100 • Pool: $14,700
Lisa Doty

Event 9 • $125 AIOF
Entries: 45 • Pool: $4,815
Shari Amato

Event 10 • $170 NLHE
Entries: 44 • Pool: $6,468
Don Anderson

$430 Main Event

Entries: 271 • Pool: $107,045
Ilya Nicholas

MID-ATLANTIC

Dover Downs running
3 sats FOR AUPT WORLDS
D

over Downs Hotel & Casino in Dover, Del., will run three satellite
tournaments for the Ante Up Poker Tour World Championship.
Tournaments will be noon on April 21, May 19 and June 23. Buy-in
for each is $130, and late entry will be accepted until 2 p.m.
First-place wins an Ante Up Poker Tour World
Championship package, which includes seven
nights all-inclusive accommodations at the Hard
Rock Punta Cana for two people, $750 in resort
credit, one $1,100 main-event entry and $2,000
for expenses. Cash prizes of $200-$1,000 will be
awarded for players who finish second-10th. The
MICHAEL YOUNG AUPT World Championship will be July 28-Aug. 3
MID-ATLANTIC at the all-inclusive Hard Rock Punta Cana in the
Dominican Republic. The series features 14 events
with buy-ins starting at $115, culminating with the $1,100 main event,
the champion of which will be featured on the cover of the September
issue of Ante Up.
• The Pro Poker Championship will run through Feb. 11. The
$3,500 main event starts Feb. 8. The $100K heads-up match between
Brian Rast and Daniel Cates on Feb. 1 has the locals excited and should
be fun to watch.
• On Super Bowl Sunday (Feb. 3), Dover Downs’ poker room is
running a box pool and the players will win thousands of dollars and
free food during the big game. Also, Dover Downs will hosting a “Beat
the Boss” promotion where a $200 bounty will be placed on a chosen
player (the Boss) of the Saturday night tournaments in February.
— Michael Young is the Ante Up Ambassador for the Mid-Atlantic area. Email
him at anteupmike@gmail.com.

WEST PA./WEST VA.

Pitt’s Brikis joins Team Ivey

P

hil Ivey is launching Iveypoker.com and hopes it changes social
media poker forever. Josh Brikis is a Pittsburgh pro and the newest
member of Team Ivey. I caught up with Brikis to
discuss the new site.
How does it feel to be a member of Team Ivey? It is truly
an honor to be on Team Ivey. First of all, Phil Ivey
is simply the best player in the world and everyone
pretty much agrees on that topic. Then just look at
the team he has already put together and to be asked
MIKE OWENS to be a part of it is amazing. I am really excited and
W. PA./W. VA. can’t wait for it to be up and running.
What kind of site is IveyPoker going to be? It is going
to be a free-to-play social media poker site with top pros and training
available on Facebook, Android and iOS.
How will people learn to play? People will be able to play with the pros
as well as video content and other ways that training can help people
learn the game and play winning poker.
When will the site be made available to players? I don’t want to give an
exact date because we all know that things can get held up and we
certainly want to have all glitches out of the software and be as close
to perfect when we launch but I hope that we are live and playing on
IveyPoker.com by mid January 2013.
— Mike Owens is the Ante Up Ambassador for Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia. You can follow him on Twitter @Holdemag and check out his blog at
CheckRaze.com. He can be reached at anteupowens@gmail.com.
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Talking Stick’s Winter Classic Feb. 16-18

T

he Arena Poker Room at Talking Stick Casino is gearing up
for its second annual Casino Arizona Winter Classic three-day
event on Feb. 16-18. Buy-in is $335, playing down
to 10 percent of the field each day or after 10 hours,
whichever comes first. Players may rebuy (one time)
when they have 1,200 chips or fewer. There will be
one optional $300 rebuy in the first six levels, and
one optional $300 add-on at the end of Level 6 (no
MARY BRADLEY matter the stack size). Rebuys and add-ons will reSOUTHWEST ceive 8,500 chips, and all will begin with 8,500 chips.
A $20 staff appreciation add-on will gain you 3,500
chips. If knocked out the first day, players will be allowed to re-enter
the tournament on the second day. The final table will have 60-minute
levels. Based on 400 entries and limited to 200 players each day, first
place is estimated to pay $27,972, and top 40 will cash.
HARRAH’S AK-CHIN: The poker room in Phoenix is offering WSOP
tournaments on Sundays at 10 a.m. for a $1K seat, with a $50 buy-in
and two $20 rebuys. Monday $40 SNGs at 7:30 p.m. wins entry into
the May 18-19 tournament for a $10K main-event seat (win a spot in
a SNG or buy-in direct for $250). Wednesday is the $1,500 seat for
$65, plus two $25 rebuys. Early bird entrees are offered for all WSOP
events, in which live play for up to three hours is awarded with an
extra 4,000 tournament chips. In February, Ak-Chin plans to start a
Saturday 12:30 p.m. WSOP Event Seat rotating schedule with a ladies $1K seat, a senior $1K seat, an Omaha $1,500 seat and a casino
employee $1,500 seat.
CASINO DEL SOL: The poker room presents a $25K WSOP Seat freeroll March 12-16, in which any player qualifies to win one of five
seats when they play 50 hours between now and March 10. Each 10
hours played, beyond 50 hours, earns an additional 500 chips.
FORT MCDOWELL CASINO: During February, Fort McDowell will host

weekly tournaments on Sundays at 10 a.m., with $60 buy-ins (except
for Omaha). First Sunday features seniors only. On second Sunday, it’s
a no-limit Omaha, $5 buy-in, $5 rebuys and $5 add-on. Third Sunday
will be a ladies event and the fourth Sunday features couples.
NEW MEXICO: Players at Albuquerque Hard Rock Casino are more
than ready to start winning buy-ins to the World Series of Poker, with
$100 qualifying tournaments every Tuesday and Thursday. Winners
of each Tuesday tournament get a seat in the final on June 25. Thursday winners get seats in the final on June 27. All seats will be won, with
no buy-ins at the end. Winners will receive $10K buy-in to WSOP
main event and $2,500 for expenses, and there will be a $2,500 prize
pool for each second-10th finalists.
INN OF THE MOUNTAIN GODS: Kicking off New Year promotions in
southern New Mexico, the timer is on for the Inn of the Mountain
Gods’ second annual Bad Beat PayBack Jackpot event, which ends
June 2. From the bad-beat pool, $10K will be freerolled to players who
have racked up the most hours between until April 30. The Road to
the Main Event tournament takes place at the Inn on Feb. 23-24, with
a $335 buy-in for the two-day event. But, registering from until Feb.
15 pays off in early bird bonuses with reduced room rates, free buffet
tickets and table game comps. Only 60 rooms will be blocked off for
this tournament.
SANDIA CASINO: “Play Poker With the Big Dogs” pits players against
each other for more than $20K on Saturdays (2 p.m., $150).
BUFFALO THUNDER: Never doubt Buffalo Thunder Resort and Casino
is serious about its $150 Last Saturday of the Month tournament at 1
p.m., Players get 15K chips and 20-minute rounds. The poker room
also is excited about Sunday cash drawings hourly 2-10 p.m., with
more than $1K in prizes.
— Mary Bradley is Ante Up’s Southwest Ambassador. Email her at anteupmary@
gmail.com.

COLORADO

Black Hawk continues to attract big events
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arch is shaping up to be a busy month for Colorado poker players, so now’s a good time to get your plans in order.
The Heartland Poker Tour at Golden Gates always attract some of
the HPT’s top fields and prize pools, and there’s no
reason to expect anything different from this year’s
spring visit, especially since the HPT just made some
tweaks to its tournament structure that it hopes adds
to the draw.
However, what’s also notable about this year’s
tournament is it’s been pushed up from its usual
RICK GERSHMAN April appearance to the first week of March. SatelCOLORADO
lites and qualifiers kick off March 1, with the main
event running March 9-11. Last spring’s event set an
HPT record with 820 players and a $1.23 million prize pool. Mainevent champion Steen Ronlov, 67, earned $270,905 for his victory.
HPT director of operations Jen Mastrud said moving up the Golden
Gates event was simply a matter of logistics: “We had to juggle some
things on our schedule to get more events on the calendar in 2013,”
she said. “We’re still finalizing contracts for some events that haven’t
been announced.”
Only days after the HPT wraps up, its neighbor the Lodge is hosting
a prestigious event, too: a World Series of Poker Circuit event. This new
addition will run March 14-25 and feature 12 ring events, along with a
$250 no-limit hold’em ladies event for a WSOPC pendant and a $250
seniors tournament. The four-day, $1,675 main event runs March 22-

25. The WSOPC official ring events at the Lodge will include several
$365 options (mostly NLHE, with one Omaha/8) and a $580 NLHE.
Asked what effect the Lodge might have on the Golden Gates turnout,
HPT’s Mastrud didn’t sound too concerned.
“We like to see Black Hawk get visibility as a hotbed for poker,”
she said. “Not only is Golden Gates our richest stop of the tour, the
TV episodes filmed there get maximum exposure through multiple
national rebroadcasts all year long. That equates to an unparalleled
amount of exposure for the final nine players.”
Yes, she said nine players will be on the syndicated television broadcast, one of a few changes from the last time the HPT came through
here. The TV table has been expanded from six. The HPT also recruited poker pro Daniel Negreanu to tweak the tournament structure,
including the addition of antes in Level 4 to create more action. In a
statement, Negreanu said, “I think the final result is a smoother structure with slightly more play.”
THAN POCKETS $50K AT CPC: December saw another fun series at the
Golden Gates, the Colorado Poker Championship, with 32 reasonably priced events that ran from Dec. 1 right up through Christmas
Eve. Vinh Than won the $1,100 main-event title for $50K, an impressive
return on investment. The main also produced top-10 finishes from
Coloradans Andy Geffen (eighth, $7,600) and Carla Sabini ($4,940), each
recently profiled in this column.
— Rick Gershman is Ante Up’s Colorado Ambassador. You can email him at
rickgershman@gmail.com.
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Properties listening to their players
P

oker rooms in Las Vegas always look to improve their offerings any tournament player can buy into a no-limit cash game afterward
for the purposes of making players happy, and for attracting more for $90 and receive $100 in chips.
of them. As such, tournament directors constantly review and tweak
• The Bellagio completed its WPT Doyle Brunson Five Diamond
tournament schedules, structures, buy-ins and guarantees.
World Poker Classic on Dec. 9. Ravi Raghavan of Illinois outlasted more
For some time now, Binion’s, the venerable down- than 500 entrants in the main event to claim $1,268,571. Shawn Buchtown casino where the World Series of Poker was anan, the runner-up from Canada, took home a consolation prize of
born, has hosted a popular 2 p.m. tournament on $746,502. It was quite a week for Raghavan. Just a few days earlier,
the weekends, usually attracting about 100 players. he won the $2,500 event at the same venue, taking down $150,810.
It had a $5K guarantee and one of the best struc- Raghavan started the final table as the short stack, and had to overtures around, 20K chips for $105, with levels going come a tough field that included Antonio Esfandiari, who busted fourth.
from 20 minutes to 30 minutes after the third level Esfandiari was cheered on by his friend, Olympic champion Michael
Phelps.
ROB SOLOMON and blinds starting at 25-50.
Despite its popularity, tournament director Paul
• The Wynn poker room will be hosting the Wynn Classic, Feb.
LAS VEGAS
Campbell was not satisfied, so he recently upped the 28-March 21. The $5,180 main event starts March 17.
ante, and increased the guarantee to $10,000. Though the entry fee
• The MGM Grand poker room happily rang in the New Year in
was raised to $125 for the same starting stack, all the additional money its regular location. Construction of a new club at the property, Hakis going to the prize pool, and an additional level was added to the kasan, replacing Studio 54, caused the room to relocate back and forth
structure at 150-300.
several times during 2012, between its permanent location right near
The first weekend with the new format was right before New Year’s, the Strip entrance to a less desirable location further inside the huge
and they had more than 150 players on Saturday and a first prize casino. Just in time for New Year’s Eve, the room settled back in its old,
of more than $4,000. As usual, there was the familiar mix of local comfortable home permanently (or as permanent as anything is in Veregulars and tourists in the field, not to
gas). Hakkasan has yet to open, but when
mention yours truly, who inexplicably
it does, sometime in the first quarter of
MGM’s room has returned
made an early exit. Even before Binion’s
the year, it is expected to bring plenty of
doubled the guarantee, the tournament
tourists into the casino, and of course,
to its regular location.
would sometimes last past midnight, so if
the poker room, which should please the
you play, be prepared for a long session if
players.
you plan on cashing.
Another room in Vegas has just reLast issue, I discussed the new $200
located and expanded. Bally’s moved its
Survivor tournament at the Venetian. Afheavily trafficked room from the center
ter just two weeks, tournament director
of the main casino toward the front of
Tommy LaRosa did some tweaking based
the property, just across from the Nosh
on feedback from players. Originally, the
Café, an inexpensive place for hungry
tournament had all 20-minute levels (12K chips). Venetian tourna- poker players to get a sandwich. The new location is much more of
ment players are used to blinds switching to 30 minutes after the third a “room” than the old location, and has allowed them to add four
level and suggested the same format be used for this tournament.
more tables, bringing the total to 14. Bally’s has been a popular choice
LaRosa listened, even as he explained that this was a different type for $3-6 limit, $1-$2 no-limit and inexpensive tournaments four times
of tournament and that one of the goals was to have a tournament daily, and figures to flourish in the new location.
that didn’t last until the wee hours of the morning. Still, he found a
• The opening of the newest Cantor Gaming poker room (the
way to compromise, and starting with the third week, the levels were Palms was the first) at the Silverton in the south end of town has been
switched to 30 minutes at Level 4.
delayed. It expects to open this month.
The other change was starting the blinds at 50-100 instead of 25• Caesars Entertainment announced Bill’s Gambling Hall will close
50. Ninety-four players turned out, a little more than the previous two this month for remodeling. It will reopen with a new theme and a
weeks. The Venetian is still interested in feedback, but it seems to have new name next year. This means its six-table poker room, popular for
found the right structure.
inexpensive tournaments and its 50-cent-$1 no-limit game, will close
• Texas Station, a popular locals casino in North Las Vegas, is try- as well, as least temporarily. The plan is to have a poker room in the
ing to get back into the tournament business by starting with a low remodeled casino when it reopens.
buy-in ($35 for 5K chips) tournament Friday nights at 7. Players can — Rob Solomon is Ante Up’s Las Vegas Ambassador. You can email him at
get extra starting chips for playing up to two hours of live poker before rob@allvegaspoker.com. Follow him on Twitter @Robvegaspoker and read his
the tournament starts. Hot dogs will be served at the first break, and blog at robvegaspoker.blogspot.com.
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A primer to help you plan youR 2013
A

ttention procrastinating poker players: I’m giving you a gift to
help plan your 2013 schedule. Here’s a golden opportunity for
you to arrange your trips to Reno, knowing in advance what kind of
action you’ll find in the area. With great tournaments planned every
month, all that’s left for you to do is select a date …
and, yes, plan ahead.
GRAND SIERRA RESORT: The World Poker Challenge
is Feb. 28-March 10, and there will be four Pot of
Gold series this year: May 9-19, July 18-28, Sept.
26-Oct. 6 and Dec. 5-15.
PEPPERMILL: The popular Peppermill DeepStack
LESLIE PAULS tournaments are happening four times this year:
RENO
Feb. 20-24, April 17-21, Aug. 14-18 and Nov. 27Dec. 1. The Peppermill will host the annual Nevada
State Ladies Championship (March 15-17) and the Reno Tahoe Poker
Championship (Oct. 23-27).

EL DORADO: Though the El Dorado doesn’t have any large tours
coming through, it still offers some amazing freerolls for anyone who
cashes in a daily tournament or plays 25 hours. Popularity continues
to grow for this cardroom and it’s rapidly becoming a local favorite to
find great cash action.
ATLANTIS: The Atlantis All-In Poker Series is March 15-25. Also, the
Atlantis brings back the World Poker Tour Western Regional Challenge (Sept. 13-23).
HARVEYS LAKE TAHOE: The World Series of Poker Circuit is the only
tour coming to Tahoe, but the dates haven’t been revealed. Traditionally it takes place mid November. As with all tournament series, be
sure to contact the respective poker rooms for the most up-to-date
info. Another great way to stay updated is to visit renotahoepoker.
com. I hope to see many of you out here.
— Leslie Pauls is an Ante Up Ambassador for Reno and a representative for Blue
Shark Optics. Email her at anteupcali@gmail.com.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Poker documentarian gaining national praise
M

ike Weeks, an avid poker player in Oregon, had put together
the documentary Drawing Dead, which is garnering some national attention, including making its premiere in Denton, Texas, at
the Thin Line Documentary Film Festival on Feb. 15.
This film covers a brief history of online poker as well as the stories
of two online poker players who had extremely different results. The
original motivation for his film was to show a broader picture of the
online poker world than he had seen on TV and in other films. To this
end, Weeks found two online players from Portland on both ends of
the poker spectrum.
First was Michael Korpi Jr., who began a walk across the country after
being kicked out of college for using his roommate’s credit card to
fund his online poker addiction. Weeks also profiles Dusty Schmidt, an
online poker pro and author who has won more than $4 million over

the past five years.
Originally, Drawing Dead was a short Weeks made as a class project,
which he posted on YouTube and screened at a local theater on April
16, 2011. Being released the day after Black Friday ended up being
a fortunate coincidence for the filmmaker. The short on YouTube
gained international press for its newsworthiness, which led him to
start a Kickstarter campaign to fund the full-length movie.
For more info, follow Weeks on Twitter @DrawingDeadDoc and
on facebook.com/drawingdeadpokerdoc.
CHINOOK WINDS: The PacWest Poker Classic has been moved to Feb.
9-18, but will still be held at the Chinook Winds Casino Resort in
Lincoln, Ore. See the ad on Page 61 for details.
— Philip Dobrikin is Ante Up’s Pacific Northwest Ambassador. Email him at
anteupphil@gmail.com.
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Ante Up’s May poker cruise will spotlight SNGs
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The next Ante Up Poker Cruise sets sail May 20-24 out of Miami
and will have extra single-table tournaments.
“We’ve always run great single-table tournaments with just $10
house fees or less, regardless of the buy-in amount, and with an extra
port stop on this sailing, it just made sense to really give our players
who crave tournaments an opportunity to satisfy that desire through
single-table events,” said Scott Long, who publishes Ante Up with Christopher Cosenza.
Walt Strakowski Jr., who was Ante Up’s Player of the Year in 2010
and specializes in single-table tournaments, will be the on-board pro
for this sailing. Strakowski has nearly a dozen cashes in major tournaments, including a World Series of Poker Circuit event victory and,
most recently, a final-table at the main event of the inaugural Ante
Up Poker Tour’s Ante Up NorCal Classic. He’ll teach a free, two-hour
single-tournament strategy class for all passengers, as well as advanced
classes for an additional fee.
The cruise will feature a $100 multitable tournament and a variety
of cash games for players of all bankrolls. All players are treated to an
open-bar cocktail party on the first night, and the Royal Caribbean’s
Casino Royale on board will host blackjack and slot tournaments for
Ante Up guests.

Win your way aboard
Dover Downs Hotel & Casino in Delaware, Seneca Salamanca in New
York and Naples Fort Myers Greyhound Racing and Poker in Florida
are offering players a way to win their way on-board the May
Ante Up Cruise. The winner of Dover Down’s Ante Up Poker
League, which runs through Feb. 27, wins a cruise package
for two. In February, Seneca Salamanca is running $20 singletable satellites to a championship event, where the champion
wins a $1,500 voucher good for any 2013 Ante Up Cruise plus
$1,000 for travel. Between midnight and 1 a.m. every Saturday
in March, Naples Fort Myers will award a cruise package to the
high hand. For more info on these promotions, or promotions
from other poker rooms, visit anteupcruises.com
The cruise aboard Royal Caribbean’s Majesty of the Seas will
call on three ports: CocoCay, Bahamas; Nassau, Bahamas; and Key
West, Fla. Rates start at $429 per person based on double occupancy,
and are guaranteed through March 4. Ante Up has two other cruises
planned for 2013. For more information, visit anteupcruises.com and to
book, call Scott Long at (727) 331-4335.

Seneca Niagara hosts Western N.Y. Challenge
S

eneca Poker Niagara Falls is hosting the Western New York Poker
Challenge Feb. 12-18, featuring nine events, culminating with a
$1,080 main event.
The series kicks off Feb. 12 with a pot-limit
Omaha event, and the schedule also includes a
ladies event, a no-limit hold’em rebuy event a nolimit hold’em shootout event and four other no-limit
hold’em events. Buy-ins range from $120-$340.
Eight satellites, using a step structure, will be offered
PATRICK
GALLAGHER for between $45 and $150.
“Guest are really going to enjoy our first-class
NORTHEAST
non-smoking tournament area,” said Seneca’s Jason
Brooks. “We are offering tournaments that range from $120 up to the
$1,080 main event. Which all offer a lot of play for their money.”
The three-day main event runs Feb. 16-18, and players start with
30,000 units and play 60-minute levels. Unlimited re-entries are offered through the first four levels. Call 716-278-6300 or see the ad on
Page 5 for more details.
CONNECTICUT: Foxwoods Casino and Mohegan Sun continue to in-

crease their daily tournament offerings, giving local and regional players a reason to head to the woods of Connecticut during the workweek, as well as the weekend. In Ledyard, Foxwoods (foxwoods.com)
has added a super bounty ($100 bounty) deepstack (20K chips) event
to its weekly schedule (Wednesday and Friday at 6 p.m.), delivering a
consistent turnout of more than 75 runners each week, with numbers
reaching more than a hundred during scheduled tournament series.
Foxwoods also offers several guaranteed tournaments ($10K and
$20K), and a wide daily variety, including Omaha/8 and H.O.S.E. on
the weekend. With the largest number of cash and tourney tables in
the east, Foxwoods continues to improve its offerings.
With an expanded slate of tournaments, Mohegan Sun is beginning to catch up to Foxwoods. Along with the usual daily tournaments,
Mohegan Sun offers its $330 monthly $30K guarantee on the third
Sunday each month. This is the highest buy-in available in the area
for a regularly scheduled tournament, and is becoming a favorite for
regional players.
— Patrick Gallagher is Ante Up’s Northeast Ambassador. Email him at anteupne@gmail.com.
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ATLANTIC CITY/PHILADELPHIA

One WSOPC wraps, another begins in A.C.
A

tlantic City hosts its first World Series of Poker Circuit at Caesars on Feb. 28-March 11. The WSOPC includes 12 ring events
and a two-step satellite event for July’s WSOP main
event at the Rio in Las Vegas. With some skill and a
little luck, a player could enter the WSOP main for
as little as $150.
The WSOPC hits 20 casinos this season and its
main events have been profitable in the past, building a lucrative first-place prize as much as $330K
JO KIM
A.C./PHILLY recently in Chicago. The AC Caesars WSOPC has
proved over the years to be just as promising. With a
Tournament Efficiency Rating of 13.4, the WSOPC at Caesars has

excellent structures that bring players from around the world.
• In Philadelphia, more daily tournaments are available seven days
a week. The daily tournaments at Parx and Harrah’s Philadelphia
started at the beginning of the year, and the new schedule is steadily
accumulating a respectable number of players. The field is usually soft
with the exception of a handful of regular daily tournament players.
“Only having a few options per week led me to play elsewhere, not
focusing on tournaments as much as I d like, said Chris Horter, frequent
tournament player at Parx. “Now that more tournaments are offered,
I believe a stronger following will develop.
— Jo Kim is Ante Up’s Atlantic City-Philadelphia Ambassador. Email her at
anteupjokim@gmail.com.

WSOP Circuit, Caesars Atlantic City, Nov. 29-Dec. 10

Event 2 • $365 NLHE

Event 3 • $580 NLHE

Event 4 • $365 NLHE

Event 5 • $580 NLHE

Event 6 • $365 6-Max

Event 7 • $1,125 NLHE

Event 8 • $365 Omaha/8

Event 9 • $365 NLHE

$1,675 Main Event

Event 11 • $365 NLHE

Event 12 • $365 NLHE

Entries: 536 • Pool: $162,944
Jacob Coker, $35,033

Entries: 196 • Pool: $192,717
James Gilbert, $50,106

Entries: 858 • Pool: $260,832
Brandon Fish, $50,862

Entries: 164 • Pool: $49,856
John Cernuto, $13,461

Entries: 197 • Pool: $98,254
Daniel Marcus, $25,546

Entries: 326 • Pool: $99,104
Kunal Shah, $23,289

Entries: 422 • Pool: $128,288
Moshe Bernstein, $28,223

Entries: 616 • Pool: $924K
Adam Teasdale, $194,040

Entries: 260 • Pool: $129,675
Yury Parad, $31,770

Entries: 243 • Pool: $73,872
Stephen Scales, $18,099

Entries: 329 • Pool: $100,016
Alan Cutler, $23,504

Entries: 215 • Pool: $65,360
Cullen Hofmann, $16,340
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Reci captures Tournament of Champions
H

ollywood Aurora’s Tournament of Champions is Chicagoland’s
most unique tournament as weekly tournament winners along
with the runners-up advance to the TOC every December. The latest, in December, had 72 players going after the $11,816 first prize.
Chicago Ridge’s Mugni Reci, who started playing hold’em four years ago, went
heads-up with Jim Jendryk, who won HolJOE GIERTUGA lywood’s inaugural charity tournament.
came out on top to take home HolCHICAGOLAND Reci
lywood’s huge TOC trophy.
The rest of the top 10 was as follows: Jendryk,
Aurora, Ill., $5,908, Alfred Corradini, Aurora, Ill., $2,954; Laddie Nudera,
Algonquin, Ill., $2,215; Russell Burns, Dekalb, Ill., $1,477; Joseph Barilla,
Sycamore, Ill., $1,329; Darrnell Stroud, Lombard, Ill., $1,182; Keith Nelson, Naperville Ill., $1,034; Ty Thiel, Oswego, Ill., $886, and Bill Watkins,
Sheridan, Ill., $739
Every Wednesday at noon Hollywood runs its $160 tournament
that started in March 2005, making it Chicagoland’s oldest continuous running tournament.
Promotions for the Hollywood Poker Open are running at Aurora

and Joliet. The tournament has a $120K prize pool and will be May
26 when 10 players will advance to the $500K HPO in Las Vegas at
the M Resort. Cash players can qualify with a minimum of 20 hours.
For more information, go to hollywoodpokeropen.com.
CPC: The Horseshoe has become known for drawing record-breaking tournament fields. The Chicago Poker Classic’s opening $350 tournament could end up the biggest in
history with a $1 million guarantee. The CPC, which runs
Feb. 20-March 4, will have six Day 1s for the opening event,
and more than $500K will be added. The CPC points leader
will win $50K. The $3,200 main event starts March 1 at noon.
For more details, go to chicagohorseshoe.com.
• Harrah’s will have three Saturday NLHE deepstack events: Feb.
16, March 16 and April 20. Buy-in is $100 for 10K chips.
SOUTHERN INDIANA: Horseshoe Casino in Southern Indiana will host
its Midwest Regional Championship on March 1-10 and will have
nine events ranging from a $150 re-entry H.O.S. to the $760 main
event. Registration starts Feb.18. Call 800-660-9744 or you can visit
horseshoe-indiana.com for updates.
— “Chicago” Joe Giertuga is Ante Up’s Chicagoland Ambassador. Email him at
chicago.joe@comcast.net.

MINNESOTA

Gibson is first Canadian to win MSPT event
J

ames Gibson of Stonewall, Manitoba, became the
first Canadian to win a Mid-States Poker Tour
event, grabbing the title at Canterbury Park
in Shakopee, Minn., in December. The
$1,100 event drew 376 entries and a
$375,800 prize pool, which makes it the
JOHN SOMSKY largest MSPT event in the tour’s threeMINNESOTA year history. Gibson, a retired truck driver, took home the diamond bracelet and
$96,205. This was Gibson’s third cash of the season, bringing
his total to $101,357 for Season 3. Coincidentally, he also was the first
Canadian to win a Heartland Poker Tour event in August 2007 at

Grand Casino Mille Lacs. Michael Lingenfelter of Eau Clare, Wis., had
a 2.5-to-1 lead when heads-up play began. Gibson gained the lead
when he doubled up with pocket jacks, and he kept the lead
until the end. The final table earned six of the players their
first MSPT cash, while earning Paul Schroder his fourth cash,
Edward Janezich his third and Monty Schmidt his second.
MSPT POY: Dan Sun of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, won MSPT
Player of the Year with 3,300 points. Sun captured two titles
and a third-place finish. Erick Wright was second with 2,075
points and Matt Kirby was third (2,050 points).
— John Somsky is the Ante Up Ambassador for Minnesota. You can email him at
john.somsky@gmail.com.

WISCONSIN
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First bad-beat jackpot hits at Potawatomi poker room
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I

n October, Potawatomi Bingo Casino in Milwaukee established
a bad-beat jackpot, and it took two months for the inaugural jackpot to hit on Dec. 14 as 81 players earned a share of
$164,545.
Frank Wilson Jr. of Menomonee Falls, Wis.,
took the bad beat with quad sixes and walked
away with $49,363 while Kathy Karambinis. of
Park Ridge, Ill., who won the hand with quad
aces, took home $32,909.
CHAD HOLLOWAY Meanwhile, the other players at the table
WISCONSIN each pocketed $6,170, and the rest of the
players in the room each took home $463.
“I’ve been coming to the poker room at Potawatomi Bingo Casino
more often since the bad-beat jackpot promotion started and can’t

believe I ended up as the big winner,” Wilson said. “Texas Hold’em is
my game and it’s great that the opportunity to win extra money
through the bad-beat jackpot is now available at the casino.”
Manager Jeff Gemini added: “Our poker guests have been
asking for a bad-beat jackpot promotion for a while, so it’s
generated a lot of excitement and interest from players. We’re
always looking for new ways to keep our players happy and it
will definitely be interesting to see how large the next jackpot
gets in the coming weeks. You just never know when it will hit
again.”
— Chad Holloway is Ante Up’s Wisconsin Ambassador. He’s also a Senior
Writer for PokerNews.com and is a sponsored member of Team Blue
Shark Optics. Email him at anteupchad@yahoo.com or follow him on Twitter @
ChadAHolloway.
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Downstream Casino doing great things
T

here’s always something going on at Downstream Casino, and so ment. Since she’s out there playing (and cashing in the opening events),
much to love. Recently, the destination casino-resort completed she has graciously agreed to be a “field agent.” Here are a few of her
a new wing to the hotel, adding 150 lodging rooms and an indoor observations about Choctaw and its WSOPC series:
“The non-smoking poker room upstairs offers multiple cash games
pool. With a $240 heads-up tournament scheduled
with bar-and-grill service available at the tables.
Feb. 16, Downstream is a
The Choctaw dealers and poker staff are first
sure bet for a great Valentine’s weekend getaway.
class and always friendly. They also offer daily
poker events with one-day structures for those
While we’re on the subwho want to play in a smaller field.”
ject of love, poker room
If major tournament play is your objective,
BONNIE DEMOS manager Dale Hunter loves his
head
over to the conference center for private
players
so
much,
he’ll
play
OKLAHOMA
WSOPC action. The lines have been quick
the winner of the heads-up
to register, but be sure to bring your Chocevent for an additional prize of $500. In the
taw Players Card. I found it interesting you
unlikely event Hunter should win, the $500
will go into a drawing in the poker room.
can register with a credit card online or at the
casino for the multiple events offered. They
Next month brings the Mid States Poker
also have single-table satellites to win your enTour to Downstream (March 7-17). Then
try fee into these events (they run throughout
our Ante Up Poker Tour arrives in May, with
our main event over Memorial Day weekend.
Ruth Hall may be “Ruthless,” but she the day for $70 or $125).
I recently played in the $365 re-entry
Tournament players get some love, too, with
has nothing but love for Choctaw.
$300K guarantee, which lasted three days and
special poker rates at the resort.
attracted 1,448 entries (198 made it to the fiJust to make things more interesting, the
nal day). Though I finished 47th, it was a nice accomplishment in a
bad-beat jackpot was more than $110K at press time.
As this feature is being written, Choctaw Casino in Durant has tough field. And each trip to Choctaw I can honestly say I’ve made a
kicked off its third annual World Series of Poker Circuit, drawing a new friend at the tables.
good crowd. Ruth “Ruthless” Hall from Round Rock, Texas, is a local — Bonnie Demos is Ante Up’s Oklahoma-Kansas Ambassador. Email her at
player you may have seen at an Oklahoma poker room or tourna- bdemos1@gmail.com.
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Innovations at Lumiere Place and River City
T
he poker folks at Lumiere Place and River City have decided to
put their synergies to better use.
“The goal is to have two distinct rooms, under
one blanket rule,” Lumiere poker room manager
Anthony Chester said.
The base games at Lumiere are $1-$3 no-limit
and $4-$8 limit. The base games at River City are
$1-$2 no-limit and $3-$6 limit.
DON MATUSOFSKY “You have two distinct rooms, two different
groups of blinds and two groups of players,” he
MISSOURI
said. “Each room is developing a group of players
that like the games at each room, but can move between rooms and
find a common set of rules.”
Restructuring the bad-beat jackpot allows for a schedule of payouts
leading to the traditional quads beat.
“(This) is going over amazingly. We are over $300,000 in payouts in
just three months,” Chester said.
A losing hand of nines full of jacks is the weakest qualifying hand
and would pay a minimum of $300. Check in each room for full rules
and schedule of paying hands.
“This is the players’ money and we want to get it back into the
community. We want to get it back faster,” he said.
Another new innovation is related to a topic covered recently on
the Ante Up PokerCast. Are antes in tournament play worth the trouble

and delay?
Chester is addressing this with a new three-blind tournament structure. Chester credits casino executive Tony Korfman with the initial idea
of this structure. The total cost per orbit is the same as when antes
are used, but consist of a small, medium and big blind in the normal
position after the button.
For instance, Level 4, which used to have 100-200 blinds with a
25 ante, now has 100-200-300 blinds. In the old structure, a round
would cost a player 550 chips at a full table. Under the new structure,
a round costs 600, which is comparable.
Though at first glance it may look like your chip stack gets depleted
faster under the new structure, in later levels the cost is actually less,
such as Level 10. Previously, players would pay 1,000-2,000 with a 200
ante, for a total of 5K units per lap. The new system is 1,000-1,5002,000 for a total of 4,500.
All of these blinds are live and count toward your bet. An added
benefit of this structure allows more hands per hour by removing the
delay of collecting the antes.
The new structure was introduced on Thursdays for fine-tuning
and is expanding to other days. I spoke with players and most liked
the changes. These tournaments are ending at roughly the same time
as before, with more hands being played.
— Don Matusofsky is Ante Up’s Missouri Ambassador. Email him at
anteupdonm@gmail.com.

“This is the players’ money and we want to get it back into the community. We want to get it back faster.”
— Anthony Chester, poker room manager, Lumiere Place
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MICHIGAN

Snookers has doors closed

T

he largest charity poker room in the state, Snookers, closed Dec.
19 after having its charity poker license suspended for rules violations. The closing has been a big blow to the charities and the poker
community, not to mention the staff that lost their
jobs and ancillary businesses that depended on the
establishment. Management has kept patrons updated on Facebook about meetings with the State Gaming Commission to try to bring an end to the suspension. At its height, Snookers easily would fill its daily
tournaments with 300-400 players and run several
FRANK PANAMA cash games from open to close, often allowing six or
seven charities a day to partake in the profits. PropriMICHIGAN
etor Don Wawrzyniak told the Oakland Press in 2011 the
room had raised as much as $1.2 million for charities in 2010.
The other big story in Michigan poker was the bad-beat jackpot
at Motor City Casino, which reached $368,059 before being hit. The
jackpot was hit at a $1-$2 no-limit hold’em game after two players hit
sets on the flop and the board ran out quads for both.
Brooke Ziomek, media relations coordinator for the casino, said, “At
the time of the win, there were nine players at the table, all of whom
were paid immediately.” She also said the record bad beat at Motor
City, however, is $375K.
Because of the heavy traffic caused by the jackpot, with waiting lists
surpassing 100 players at times, it was difficult to tell if the closing of
Snookers had any effect on traffic at the busy casino poker room. One
thing is for sure: Michigan poker might never be the same again.
— Frank Panama and Gambit Gras are Ante Up’s Michigan Ambassadors. They
host the Michigan Poker Monster weekly podcast at mipokermonster.com. You
can email them at anteupmichigan@gmail.com.

IOWA

Schroeder wins Holiday Classic

D

uring the Christmas break, I ventured to the west side of Iowa
to visit the Horseshoe Casino in Council Bluffs for its Holiday
Poker Classic, which featured two no-limit hold’em tournaments (a
$235 buy-in and the $560 main event).
Kyle Schroeder, pictured, won the main event,
beating 172 runners to take home $22,656. Michael Vanier won the $235 warm-up event, which
had 221 entrants, earning him $10,716.
If you haven’t visited the Horseshoe in the
Council Bluffs/Omaha area, I recommend a visit.
KEN WARREN This is a nice room with lots of great action. While
IOWA
I was there, I saw $1-$2 and $2-$5 NLHE, $3-$6
and $10-$20 limit hold’em, $6-$12 Omaha/8
and we even got a $1-$2 pot-limit Omaha going for a little while.
A recent change to the buy-in limits seems to have re-energized the $2-$5
NLHE game at the Horseshoe from what
the players told me. The rule: You can buyin for 75 percent of the big stack at the table.
This puts a good deal more money in play.
Poker room manager Andrew Brock and his staff are proactive and
always doing what they can to be sure everyone has a great time in
this 18-table room, which is isolated enough so you don’t hear the
slot machines (as with most poker rooms). The bathroom is close
and there’s a cage in the poker room and a deli across the hall with
great food for your convenience.
— Ken Warren is Ante Up’s Iowa Ambassador. You can email him at anteupken@gmail.com.

Moneymaker representS Hollywood columbus
W
orld Series of Poker champion Chris Moneymaker will begin
a series of monthly events at the Hollywood Casino in Columbus.
“We are very pleased to have Chris Moneymaker as
our pro poker ambassador,” poker room manager
Matt Dodd said. “With this being the 10-year anniversary of his industry-changing world championship,
we are extremely excited about this new relationship and the opportunity for our
DAN
HARKENRIDER players to get to know one of poker’s
most interesting characters.”
OHIO
HOLLYWOOD TOLEDO: Its tournament numbers continue to grow. Bounty tournaments
regularly top 85 players. Manager Peter Lau continues
to give players the most options for tournaments in
the state, including a monthly $300 buy-in event that
features a first prize of $10K-plus.
Hollywood is fast becoming a poker room to which
tournament players should pay close attention. Check the
website for details and specifics on tournament action. This is the
only casino offering pineapple tournaments and cash games. The first
Sunday of every month $270 event continues to build momentum
and prize pools.
HORSESHOE CASINO: The Horseshoe still offers two noon weekly tournaments ($200 and $100 rebuy) and $500 event at the end of the
month. Overall, numbers have been sagging a bit with fewer than 90

players for last month’s $500 event. The good news is the WSOPC is
coming in the fall. In cash games, PLO action is the best in the state
with the most money on the table. Manager Chris Loscalso is working to
build high-stakes action in all games. Cleveland offers consistent $2-$5
action in PLO and hold’em and spreads Omaha/8 almost daily. The
30-table room rarely has fewer than 20 tables running midweek, and
tables are jammed Thursday-Sunday.
HOLLYWOOD COLUMBUS: Tournaments begin this month, and
the poker room is planning to expand to accommodate demand. The room has the best game action in the state
because players can buy to the biggest stack at the table
and because there’s a huge population surrounding
the casino. Plus, it’s a fun place to play.
BUCKEYE CHARITY: This room in Willoughby Hills
features nightly tournaments at 7, and numbers as
well as prize pools are growing. Most nights are seeing
50-plus players per event.
The $10 rebuy was chopped three ways for more than
$650 per player in recent weeks. Players are enjoying the
speed and features of the digital tables.
Buckeye offers lots of great mid-stakes action, but has yet to post
a tournament buy-in more than $200. All weekly events are less than
$100.
— Dan Harkenrider is Ante Up’s Ohio Ambassador. He hosts the Division of
Poker and Chris Moneymaker radio shows. Email him at anteupdan@gmail.com
and follow him on Twitter @DivisionofPoker.
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Ante Up POYs
2012: John Dolan
2011: Darryll Fish
2010: Walt Strakowski Jr.

A year to remember
John Dolan had a remarkable 2012, including winning a tournament with . . . identical cards?
Do you prefer tournaments to cash games? I prefer playing tourneys; I
enjoy them more. However, with no online poker, I think it’s important
to play both to offset some of the swings that you can go through while
playing live tournaments.
Are there other games you like to play? I really don’t play any other
games frequently. I have played a handful of live PLO cash sessions,
but besides that, I really don’t have experience in other games. It’s
something I’ve told myself I need to do. But with the birth of my
daughter, Lillian, a little over a year ago, I haven’t really studied or
worked as hard at poker as I have in the past.
What do you like to do besides poker? Outside of poker, I enjoy watching sports and spending time with my family. Over
the last year, I’ve just been trying to spend as much
time at home as possible when I’m not on the road.
It’s important to me to be home to see Lillian grow
up.
How much do you attribute your recent success to your
breakout 2010 November Nine run? That score was
very important and honestly I don’t know where
I would be without it. I was very blessed with the
timing of it coming less than a year before Black
Friday occurred. It allowed me to do a lot of things
that I wouldn’t have been able to do otherwise. In
2011, I was fairly lazy showing up to main events
here and there and not really grinding. It cost me
financially a little but I really wouldn’t trade it because I relaxed and enjoyed life more, and I was
around for (my girlfriend) Ashley as she was going
through her pregnancy. The best thing it did for
me though was help my confidence and that’s extremely important in
poker when you believe in everything you are doing.
How much easier is it to play poker after having a huge score like that? It
makes it easier to handle the swings that come with tournaments;
that’s for sure. It also can make you lazy and not want to grind; it had
that effect on me for a little while.
After your Million Dollar Heater win in 2012, the staff at the Beau played a
trick on us and gave you two 9S to hold for your winning picture. We thought it

was funny and ran with it, but our readers flipped out. Did you have any idea that
would create such a stir? Honestly I don’t even know if it was (manager)
Johnny Grooms, the cameraman, or dealer who pulled the other 9S from
the other deck to take the picture. I’m not really the type to care about
stuff like that and I guess I see people’s concern as to why there was
two 9S in the picture, but it was all in good fun.
What would you consider your greatest poker moment? My greatest accomplishment is, of course, final-tabling the WSOP main, just because
there is no other tournament with that feeling around it. It is unlike
any other experience as you are getting down to a couple of tables in
that huge room where there was once hundreds.
You’ve never been a flashy kind of guy concerned with
fame, but how important is a bracelet (or any other title you
haven’t earned) to you? I would love to win a bracelet
or a WPT title. My goal is to just perform to the best
of my ability in the spots that are presented to me in
poker and in life. If that means winning a bracelet,
great, if not it won’t change how I feel about myself
as a poker player or a person one bit. It’s a huge accomplishment and it’s why we as poker players compete. I think we will find that if we focus on getting
better and improving that the accomplishments and
accolades will follow.
You used to deal at little Jefferson Country Kennel Club
poker room in North Florida. Do you miss any part of that
life? I wouldn’t say I miss actually dealing, but I do
credit some of those people with helping me get to
where I am today. I will always be grateful for that.
I had a great boss who let me take off of work for
weeks at a time to go play. He pretty much allowed me to show up to
work when I wanted. When we were slow at work, he let me play online in his office and bought pieces of me in tourneys that I wouldn’t
have been able to play otherwise.
You recently moved to Mississippi, what prompted that? I’ve been around
the Mississippi Coast since some time in 2010. What finally made me
settle down there, though, is the birth of my daughter in late 2011 and
the fact that Ashley and her family are from around there.

a

B

aptiste Chavillaz of Portland, Ore.,, has taken the early lead in the race for
Ante Up’s 2013 Player of the Year, winning the World Series of Poker
Circuit Main Event at Bicycle Casino in Bell Gardens, Calif., in January.
But with more than 70 other qualifying events already on the schedule,
and more than 300 total expected by the end of the year, players wanting
to be Ante Up’s Player of the Year will have scores of chances to have a
turn in the top spot before the season ends Dec. 31.
Ante Up awards points to the top-10 finishers in qualifying events. The
formula, found at anteuppokertour.com, rewards players more heavily for
success in tournaments with large fields rather than big buy-ins, though the
amount of the buy-in also plays a factor.
All events in any Ante Up Poker Tour series qualify, giving players who
participate in an AUPT series a great chance of racking up lots of points in
a short time in one location. The main events of major tournament series
host by Ante Up partners also qualify, which means some of the events
with the biggest fields of the year are included.
Finally, all multitable tournaments on Ante Up Cruises or events in
which an Ante Up Cruise or Ante Up Poker Tour World Championship
package are among the prizes qualify, giving players chances to earn points
for tournaments with buy-ins as little as $25. All told, players anywhere in
the country and of all bankrolls have a chance to make a run at the Ante
Up Player of the Year title.
Standings for Ante Up Player of the Year, and results of qualifying
events, can be found at anteupmagazine.com/leaderboard.

Ante Up’s Remaining Top 10 for 2012

APRIL 12-21: Ante Up Poker Tour at Running Aces (Running
Aces Harness Park, Columbus, Minn.)
MAY 17-26: Four States Poker Championship (Downstream
Casino Resort, Quapaw, Okla.)
JULY 28-AUG. 3: Ante Up Poker Tour World Championship (Hard
Rock Punta Cana, Punta Cana, Dominican Republic)
NOVEMBER: Ante Up NorCal Classic (Thunder Valley Casino
Resort, Lincoln, Calif.)
• For more information on the Ante Up Poker Tour, future
AUPT events and all Ante Up Player of the Year qualifying
events, visit anteuppokertour.com.

February Ante Up Player of the Year events
FEB. 5 and 7: Ante Up Cruise Events 1 & 2, Monarch of the Seas
FEB. 8: Lucky Hearts Open Main Event, Hard Rock Hollywood
FEB. 15: MSPT main event, Running Aces Harness Park
FEB. 16: DSPT main event, Chinook Winds Casino Resort
FEB. 16: Western N.Y. Challenge main event, Seneca, Niagara
FEB. 17-18: Venetian Deep Stack main event
FEB. 23: WSOPC main event, Palm Beach Kennel Club

6. TOMMY VEDES (JACKSON HEIGHTS, N.Y.): Vedes had a phenomenal
WSOP in 2012, cashing in five events (two final tables), but earned
his spot on our list by winning the WPT Seminole Hard Rock Showdown Main Event in Hollywood, Fla., in April and then making the
final table of the Florida State Poker Championship at Isle Casino
Pompano in July.
7. NOAH SCHWARTZ (BAY HARBOR ISLAND, FLA.): Schwartz began the year
making the final table of the Isle Poker Classic Main Event at Pompano Beach, and ended it with a big win in the
main event of the WPT bestbet Jacksonville Fall
Series Main Event.
8. JAMES HARNDEN (COBOURG, ONTARIO): Harnden has
a string of successes over the years in his native
Canada, but makes our list this year by winning
the WSOPC main event at Palm Beach Kennel Club, which drew a deep field to Florida in
February.
9. STEWART NEWMAN (WESTON, FLA.): Newman made
the final table of the Isle Poker Classic Main
Event in January in Florida, but moved into the
top 10 with the championship of the Deepstack
Challenge Main Event at Palm Beach Kennel Club a few months
later.
10. ANDREW DENICK (ROCKLEDGE, FLA.): Denick got on our board in July
with a runner-up finish in the WPT Rebound Series Main Event at
Derby Lane in Florida, and then moved into the top 10 by winning
the HPT a few months later at Daytona Beach.

Continued from previous page

How is your daughter Lilly? She’s doing great! She’s 13 months old
now and growing like crazy. She’s totally changed my life. It’s really easy to get caught up living a selfish lifestyle in this business,
but since her addition to our family, all I care about is making her
smile and providing for her so she has all the opportunities in life
to succeed.

What does it mean to you to be on the cover of Ante Up and win this honor?
This is the first thing in poker I’ve really ever won like this so it’s
cool. I think it will be neat to show my daughter someday and hopefully I can teach her that if you work hard you can achieve your
goals. S
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2. AARON MASSEY (ELMWOOD PARK, ILL.): Massey, one of the most feared
players in the Chicago area, had nearly two dozen major cashes in
2012, including 11 in World Series of Poker Circuit events and three
in World Poker Tour events, and makes our list by virtue of winning
the largest Ante Up Player of the Year qualifying event of the year:
The River at WinStar World Casino in Oklahoma.
3. ELTORNA “BG” GANT (CASA GRANDE, ARIZ.): Gant had a runner-up finish this year during a Venetian Deep Stack
Extravaganza event in 2012, but he takes this
Aaron
lofty spot on our list for navigating the masMassey
sive field that turned out for the Arizona State
Poker Championship Main Event at Talking
Stick Resort in his home state.
4. BARRY HUTTER (BRADENTON, FLA.): Hutter was all
over the Sunshine State in 2012, winning the
WPT Stax Showdown Main Event at Seminole
Coconut Creek in February, finishing fifth in
the Heartland Poker Tour event at Daytona
Beach Kennel Club that same month, and then
ending the year with a third-place finish in the
Palm Beach Christmas Classic Main Event to vault into the top five.
5. ABRAHAM ARAYA (CARROLLTON, TEXAS): Araya had success all over
the country in 2012, from Las Vegas, to Atlantic City to Louisiana.
But he held on to the top spot in our rankings for several months
based on his victory in the main event of the WSOPC at Choctaw
Resort in Oklahoma.

2013 Ante Up Poker Tour events

PLAYER OF THE YEAR

Chavillaz takes lead in 2013 POY race
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Sats set for AUPT World Championship
D

over Downs Hotel & Casino and Thunder Valley Casino Resort
are the first poker rooms to announce satellite tournaments for this
summer’s Ante Up Poker Tour World Championship event at the Hard
Rock Punta Cana in the Dominican Republic.
Dover Downs Hotel & Casino in Dover, Del., will run satellite tournaments at noon on April 21, May 19 and June 23. Buy-in for each is
$130, and late entry will be accepted until 2 p.m.
First place in each wins an Ante Up Poker Tour World Championship package, which includes seven nights all-inclusive resort accommodations for two, $750 in resort credit, one $1,100 main-event entry
and $2,000. Cash prizes of $200-$1,000 will be awarded for players
who finish second-10th.
Thunder Valley Casino Resort in the Sacramento, Calif., metro area
town of Lincoln, will award two Ante Up Poker Tour World Championship packages in a freeroll tournament for players who accumulate
a minimum of 60 hours of live play between March 1-31. Players will
earn double hours between the hours of 2-10 a.m. daily.
Qualifying players will compete in a freeroll with preliminary rounds
on April 16 and April 18, finishing up on April 19. First- and secondplace finishers will win Ante Up Poker Tour World Championship
packages, which include one $1,100 main-event entry, all-inclusive resort accommodations for two, travel considerations, cash and a players’
bank at the resort.
Cash prizes of $200-$1,000 will be awarded for players who finish
third-30th.
The Ante Up Poker Tour World Championship will be July 28-Aug.
3 at the all-inclusive Hard Rock Punta Cana in the Dominican Republic. The series features 14 events with buy-ins starting at $115, culminating with a $1,100 main event, the champion of which will be featured
on the cover of the September issue of Ante Up Magazine. Single-table
satellites for the main event will be held on site.

PokerLifeNation signs as sponsor
PokerLifeGear.Com, poker clothing company based in Clearwater, Fla., has signed on as a sponsor of the Ante Up Poker Tour
World Championship event.
PokerLifeGear.Com features hats, Blue Shark Optics, stickers
and hoodies, including custom poker hoodies that allow players to
advertise their Twitter handles on the sleeves or feature custom or
college or professional team logos.
PokerLifeGear.Com also runs PokerLifeNation.Com, a forum
for poker players to share blogs, tournaments and stake information for free online, as well as poker-princess.com, featuring gear
with the Poker Princess logo.
Hard Rock Punta Cana is a AAA Four-Diamond resort that features
hundreds of split-level luxury hotel rooms, full casino, spa, 12 pools,
nightclub, Jack Nicklaus-designed golf course, mini-golf course, tennis
courts, shops, business center, children’s activities and nine all-inclusive
restaurants, including the Ipanema Brazilian steakhouse.
Ante Up has negotiated deeply discounted rates of $266 a night for
up to two people, which include all food and alcohol, most activities and
more, including resort credit good for golf and the spa.
For more information on the event, visit anteupmagazine.com/worldchampionship.
To book a room, contact Jose Estrallaat (809) 731-0099 ext. 4751 or
jose.estrella@hardrockcasinopuntacana.com.
Poker room managers wishing to schedule satellite tournaments
or package giveaways should contact Scott Long at (727) 331-4335 or
scott@anteupmagazine.com.

Lederer settles; N.J. waits on Gov. Christie
It was a long time coming, but Howard Lederer and Rafe Furst have settled their civil suits with the U.S. Department of Justice. Furst settled by
agreeing to forfeit his trust account (the amount in this account was undisclosed), where all of his ownership disbursements
were paid, as well as agreeing to pay $150,000 to the
DOJ Full Tilt players’ fund. The initial amount that
was being sought by the DOJ from Furst was $11.5
million. Part of the agreement was that Furst admitted to no wrongdoing.
Lederer also agreed to terms with the DOJ, also
JOEL GATLIN under the condition that he did nothing wrong. The
ONLINE POKER amount the DOJ originally was seeking to get from
Lederer was $42.5 million, but his lawyers were able
to negotiate a deal well less than that amount. While the total amount
of the negotiated deal is unknown, the following information has been
confirmed by court documents: Lederer has to pay $1.25 million over
the next three years, forfeit one of his Las Vegas homes, pay $440,000
from the sale of a Las Vegas property, forfeit the total proceeds from
a prior sale from another property, forfeit a vintage Shelby Cobra automobile along with the entire amount deposited in his Lloyds bank
account in the Isle of Man, and a 401k account.
Lederer also agrees not to work for, or hold any position, that allows
him to make any money from any Internet gambling business in the
United States until the laws change, making these businesses legal in the
USA. It will be interesting to see what Chris Ferguson and Ray Bitar,
the other Full Tilt execs who still have civil suits pending, do with their
cases in the coming months.
NEW JERSEY: As I reported last issue, New Jersey reintroduced the gam-
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ing bill to the legislature that had failed to pass earlier in 2012. Since my
last article, this bill flew through the Senate with a 33-3 approval vote.
It now sits on Gov. Chris Christie’s desk awaiting signature. Four senators,
Steve Sweeney, Ray Lesniak, Jim Whelan and Jeff Van Drew, sent a letter to the
governor in support of the bill, stating that with all of the economic issues in the state and the loss of jobs and revenue caused by Hurricane
Sandy, now is the time to sign this bill. They also told the governor that
if New Jersey does not enact this legislation, it will be lagging far behind
in this industry and will be leaving money on the table that other states
will be getting. If Christie doesn’t sign the bill by Feb. 4, then it will
automatically become law.
CALIFORNIA: Last year the California Legislature failed to put into
law the bill that was introduced by Sen. Darrel Steinberg, but this year a
new bill has been introduced by Sen. Roderick Wright, titled the Internet
Gambling Consumer Protection and Public-Private Partnership Act of
2013. This bill is almost the same bill as last year, with a few minor
changes. This bill was introduced as what is called an Urgency Statue.
This means if the bill gets a two-thirds majority vote, it immediately will
become law. A vote on the bill is expected by March.
NEVADA: The Nevada legislature is looking to amend its online poker
law to allow other states to use Nevada online operators to run online
poker sites for their states, where it’s legal for other states to do so. This
would allow Nevada to recognize additional revenue from other state’s
online poker players. If this amendment is passed, then states such as
Delaware, which recently passed its online legislation, will be able to
create interstate agreements with Nevada online operators. The online
poker landscape is about to get very interesting.
— Email Joel Gatlin at editor@anteupmagazine.com.
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More by Jonathan Little

SPONSORED BY BLUE SHARK OPTICS

Bankroll Builder series wrap-up
A

s many of you know, I’ve been grinding 5-cent/10-cent and
10-cent/20-cent 100-big-blind no-limit six-handed cash games
for the past 126 weeks for the Bankroll Builder Series. I started with
$300 with the goal of moving up as quickly as possible. Sadly, things
didn’t go quite as planned. I wanted to keep at least
25 buy-ins for whatever game I was playing. I had
high hopes of sitting down, running hot and ending
at something like $2-$4 a few years later. I am going
to explain why I didn’t reach my goal of making it to
the mid-stakes games.
First off, I ended up winning $250 after rakeback.
JONATHAN This means I won at around $2.50 per hour, as I
LITTLE
played around 45 minutes in each video. While this
may not sound like much, you have to remember
I was playing 5-cent/10-cent for the most part. Winning at 20 big
blinds per hour is actually a respectable win rate in pretty much any
NLHE game. So if I was winning at a nice win rate, what was stopping me from moving up?
The main reason I didn’t move up quickly is because of a lack of
volume. Over the past 2.5 years, I only played 90 hours of poker for
this series. Seeing how the average small stake grinder puts in around
45 hours per week, my results are what should be expected over a twoweek period. While I always have preached poker is a volume game,
these results confirm it. If I put in 45 hours per week over the past 2.5
years, I would’ve been up around $14K, which is $2.50 per hour x 45
hours per week x 126 weeks = $14,175. Obviously I would’ve moved
up over this time, hopefully maintaining my win rate at the higher
stakes. Hopefully this shows how actually putting in hours, as a profitable poker player, will easily allow you to grind up a bankroll.
I’m confident I wasn’t playing optimally to beat the micro stakes, at
least at the start of the Bankroll Builder Series. In high-stakes games,
which I usually play, you win by making opponents fold incorrectly
while hoping to break even or lose a little at showdown. I took this style
into the micro-stakes games and was often left wondering what I was
doing wrong. I eventually reasoned out that in micro-stakes games,

most of your winnings are going to come from making decently large
folds, like KQ in a reraised triple-barreled pot on K-6-4-8-9 board. In
a high-stakes game, you would happily call down with a hand like this
but in a low-stakes game, if someone is willing to put a lot of money
in the pot, top pair with a marginal kicker is rarely good.
I also learned to stop getting in with hands such as A-Q and J-J preflop. Again, in high-stakes games, these hands are premium as long as
you are against a reasonably aggressive opponent. In the low-stakes
games, it is often better to call and take a flop, especially in position, as
you’re usually crushed when you get four-bet. In general, players fourbet much less frequently in the micro-stakes games. I’m not sure if I
ever saw a cold four-bet as a bluff, which is something you encounter
at high stakes regularly. If someone raises from the cutoff and you
reraise on the button with A-K, if the small blind four-bets, you have
an easy fold in the micro stakes against almost all opponents whereas
at high stakes, folding is rarely an option.
What this series has reemphasized to me is poker is a game of
ranges. At the micro stakes, there are some decent players that would
be classified as mediocre regulars at the mid-stakes games and there
are some players who are what we would all classify as awful. It’s mandatory you don’t play against all the players in the same way. I’ve
taken this knowledge to the $5-$10 and $10-$20 live games with excellent results. It’s important to get in the head of each opponent you
play against so you can figure out their range, which will allow you to
play your hand better. If a player only thinks about his cards, poker
becomes a simple game. If instead he’s thinking about his hand, your
range, his perceived range and your perceived range, poker becomes
much more difficult, but still beatable if you keep a clear mind. My
problem, at least initially, was I assumed everyone was thinking with
some level of competency whereas in reality, most were simply thinking about their hand. Once you figure out how opponents think, you’ll
make optimal decisions, which will make your win rate skyrocket.
— Jonathan Little, a representative for Blue Shark Optics, is the author of
Professional Tournament Poker Vols. 1 & 2, owns the poker training site FloatTheTurn.com and 3bet Clothing, plus check out his iPhone app, Instapoker.

LIVING THE DREAM

Cash-game buy-ins and bankroll
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efore you’re even dealt into a cash game, you’re faced with a decision: How much money should I put on the table? Well, there are
a few questions you need to ask to come up with the
most profitable buy-in amount for you.
Profitability and buy-in size are correlated. Most
people overlook buy-in size and I will show you why
it’s essential to put some thought into it.
First, you need to know the minimum and maximum buy-ins for your regular game. Usually there
MIKE
are three types: 100 big blinds (such as the $2-$5 at
WOLF
Bellagio and Borgata) 200 or 300 big blinds (such as
the $5-$10 at Borgata and $10-$10 at Parx) and uncapped games (no
max). Harrah’s New Orleans spreads uncapped no-limit cash games.
The deeper you are, the more big blinds you have should absolutely
affect your style of play. The deeper you are, the looser you could (and
in most instances should) play. You also need to keep in mind that in
large pots of 200-1,000 BBs, one pair is often no good.
A large part of success in poker is keeping objective and asking
questions while answering honestly. The buy-in guidelines are no dif-

ferent. Ego has no place here. Are you bankrolled to play a certain
stake? How many buy-ins do you have in your pocket? Is the game too
deep for you to play comfortably? What is your stop-loss threshold?
Do you play well with more than a 200 big-blind stack?
Playing with deep stacks is where the pro makes his money. He can
force someone into playing for their stack, creating a lot of folds from
tighter players. He can outmaneuver other less-skilled players through
manipulating the size of the pot and conversely control it when he so
chooses. I would advise the intermediate player to buy in for no more
than 100 big blinds in any cash session.
Buying in short is an option. You can be successful and buy in short
as long as you aren’t playing with scared money. Understand the shorter you buy, the variance will increase. You may choose to fold 10s preflop if you have 200 BBs in front of you and get into a raising war but
if you have 50 BBs then you might choose to flip against what likely
are two overcards, thus increasing variance. Think of buying short like
playing a tournament; more often than not you will go bust.
— Mike Wolf is a pro player who resides in NYC and is available via email at
MichaelJWolf33@gmail.com. Follow him on Twitter @mikewolf7

More by Joe Navarro

How
age
affects
poker
tells
E
very once in a while I will get this question: “How does age affect
the nonverbals or poker tells?” Ten years into an AARP membership (by the way, it’s a great organization) I can see how I am changing
and how time has affected some of my nonverbal behavior. So let me
start with some of the behaviors we see with aging, because many players are retired so understanding the changes that are
occurring could be significant.
Those familiar with my book, Read ’em and Reap,
are aware I don’t get into culturally derived behaviors. The book is dedicated to the study of those behaviors that are most accurate because they are controlled by the emotional part of the brain known as
JOE
the limbic system and the behaviors generated there
NAVARRO
are universal.
The behaviors that stem from that region of the
brain cannot be faked readily, they truly reflect what we feel, think,
fear, desire and even intend. Because this part of the brain reacts to
the world in real time, we call it the honest brain. This part of the
brain doesn’t know how to say, “Tell them we’re not home.” It merely
reacts to how we feel, our own perceptions, and in poker that’s huge. I
say that because at any one time we’re comfortable or uncomfortable
with our hole cards or community cards, accurately reflecting whether
we’re strong, marginal or weak.
So the question is, do limbic reactions change with age or over
time? Yes, however, it requires a lot of explanation that for the serious poker player may make a difference. As we get older we have less
testosterone. This affects our body chemistry including the makeup of
our muscles and our reaction times. This is why athletes take artificial
hormones and testosterone replacement therapies are advertised on
television for men older than 50.
What to young people looks like an awfully long time to change
a lane in traffic or to look at hole cards, is merely a reflection of the
slowing down of our bodies. But just cause we slow down and perhaps
no longer have “cat-like reflexes” does not mean that our bodies don’t
show how we truly feel. The reactions are there and so are the emotions, they just sometimes take time. For example, people often touch
their necks when they’re troubled by something (that includes having
a rag hand).
A young person may reach for that neck instantly where someone
later in life may take their time achieving that same behavior. In both
instances, the brain is saying please do something to pacify or soothe
my concern (rub the neck, ventilate the collar, massage the back of the
head, etc.); but with the elderly, it may take longer to manifest.
The elderly may show more shaking or quivering of the hands that
is not associated with how they feel about their cards but rather is
a reflection of their health. Low blood sugar, stress, fatigue, alcohol,
drugs, coffee or any number of neurological disorders can cause the
hands or the body to tremble or shake. This is often mistaken for excitement or anticipatory exhilaration. It is not. One of the easiest ways
to assess for this is to determine when this behavior is observed and in
what context. If we see it all the time, most likely it is physiological or
neurological, not game driven, so we ignore it.
Because we loose more precise muscle movements in our hands
and our precision grip becomes weaker as we age, often times mature
poker players will accidentally knock over their chips or a glass or they
may fumble their chips. It’s not excitement necessarily, but rather this
natural progression that unfortunately afflicts many of the elderly, especially those with arthritis.

Age and life experiences affect the lines on our face. These lines
develop as a result of muscle activity underneath our skin so that over
time, when we smile, we have lines on the corners of our mouth which
frame a smile. We also have lines on our forehead; they’re there from
frowning and so forth. As we grow older, we’re at a distinct disadvantage in that these lines are not only deeply imbedded, they reflect
our true emotions obviously (furrowing of forehead, knitting eyebrows,
frowning, etc.) often telegraphing how we feel accurately. So one of the
recommendations I make to older poker players and even young ones
is, wear a visor or a hat to mask those expressive lines. You can’t monitor them or control them so you might as well hide them. Or you may
want to Botox them, something professionals tell me they have been
doing for years and I guess it works.
So what about young people? Well, one of the things I’ve noticed
in young people, more than any other group, is they have grown up
playing a lot of poker online. They have played thousands of hands
(even millions) so they’re really good with betting patterns and statistics, but I find few of them are really good at reading other people. We
know from research that young people now interact face-to-face less
than previous generations because of the Internet, videos, texting; that
naturally affects how well they read others.
More senior players often tell me it drives them crazy at how inattentive young players seemingly are at the poker table. One other thing
that often happens with new poker players, usually young players, is
what Alan Greenspan referred to as “irrational exuberance.” This is the
phenomenon Phil Hellmuth often becomes irate over. A player is sitting
there with a statistically marginal hand but because they are ignorant,
they get excited about their hand giving off tells of confidence which
then cause more experienced players to fold even though they had a
stronger hand. Which is why I always remind players that “In poker, you
are not reading reality, you are reading perceptions of reality.”
Each generation obviously will demonstrate different behaviors
along the way. Some of it is social but also biological. We see this
clearly at the tables with what I have come to call, testosterone displays
between male players. They stare and challenge each other, sometimes
even offending each other; something rarely if ever done by women.
Younger players obviously, consistent with higher levels of testosterone
and lower levels of maturity, engage in trash talk, and aggressive gaze
strategies. I tell players avoid these behaviors when intended toward
them because eventually someone will put you on tilt and emotions
will always (for reasons of survival) override logic. This is why you have
all the clever lines to say 30 minutes after an argument but not during
an argument.
There are also differences in the nonverbals of women at the table
depending on their age. Some of this is cultural, as my generation
tends to be more demure and conservative in attire and gestures,
while the younger generation of women tends to be more outspoken,
at times even more aggressive at the tables. There’s always danger in
generalizing, but the so called “Greatest Generation,” and the baby
boomers in their 50s and 60s were brought up differently than the
Internet generation. You certainly see that at the table.
The next time you are at the table take a look around. Whatever
your age, you will notice behaviors that will inform and instruct. The
tells are there, somewhere on the body, young and old, men and women. After all, there is such a thing as a poker face, but there is no such
thing as a poker body.
— Joe Navarro is a former FBI agent and author of What Every Body is Saying
and 200 Poker Tells. Follow him on Twitter at @navarrotells.
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Should you Push or fold?
A

common refrain I hear at poker tables today is, “Well, I have to
push or fold.” When it’s said, it’s said as a matter-of-fact statement of accepted poker wisdom and is inevitably met with knowing
nods all around the table. Of course, there are few
absolutes in poker. This one in particular bears further scrutiny as I think many players could benefit
from a third option.
Calling is often looked upon with disdain in poker
especially in the later stages of a tournament. I’m a
firm believer in using your poker chips for maximum
DAVID
APOSTOLICO leverage. Your chips are power at the table. There
are times when calling will increase the power of
those chips. Let me offer an example. During the middle stages of
a recent tournament I was down to about 10,000 chips. Blinds were
500-1,000 and I posted the big blind leaving me with about 9,000 behind. Everyone folded to the button, who had about 15,000 chips and
raised to 4K. The small blind folded and I looked down at AS-9S.
Now, as a way of background, the button was a fairly tight player.
Still, his range of hands was fairly wide here. It certainly felt like a
position raise and there’s a fairly good chance I was ahead. Yet, my
hand was vulnerable. I didn’t think folding was an option. And if I

push I’m almost certainly going to be called. So what is the best move
to leverage my chips?
If I call, I’m committed to playing the hand for my stack. Pushing
when I know I’ll be called and hoping my hand wins out doesn’t seem
like the best play. With no action behind me, I make up my mind to
call knowing I’m first to act postflop. No matter the flop, I was going
to push. Now, I think that there is a realistic chance that my opponent
may fold if he completely whiffs. My chips have leverage in this situation.
The flop came KD-QD-2D. I pushed and my opponent was visibly
upset, saying that was the absolute worst flop for him. He then proceeded to fold two black jacks face up in the muck. He couldn’t let it
go at that as he admonished me for not checking, saying I would’ve
been able to double-up if I had done so as he would have made his
continuation bet. I just shrugged, agreed that I cost myself some chips
and complimented him on his fold. Of course, I got the desired result
I wanted as I was a huge dog after the flop. So next time you face a
push-or-fold situation, take a moment to consider if you have any
other options.
— David Apostolico is the author of Tournament Poker and The Art of War. You
can contact him at thepokerwriter@aol.com.

BETTING ERRORS

Learning to milk the nuts, or close to it

40

ow often would you say you hold the nuts? Not very often, right?
Once in the big blind with the 5-6 of clubs I flopped the 2-3-4 of
clubs for the nuts. Sadly, I only had the button in the
hand after the flop and made little money. We’ve all
experienced this and were disgusted we weren’t able
to capitalize.
Thinking outside of the box and realizing how
many good players abound in cash and tournament
play, we need to utilize other hands we feel are the
ANTONIO
second, third and (dare I say) fourth nuts.
You’re in middle position in a $2-$5 game and
PINZARI
hold the KH-QH; you’re the first to act after a limp of
$5. You raise to $15 and everyone behind you folds. The small blind
folds and the big blind calls, the limper also calls.
Three players will see the flop with $47 in the pot; you have position
through the hand.
The flop is 7H-4H-QC. You hold top pair and a flush draw. The big
blind bets $50 and the next to act folds. You call.
What type of player is the big blind? He’s a somewhat conservative
player who bets with strong holdings. With top pair and second kicker
and a flush draw, getting almost 2-1 on the money, this was an easy
call for you.
The turn is the 2H. The big blind bets $100 into a $147 pot. With

YOU

FLOP

your flush you decide the big blind will also make a river bet, so you
call.
The river is the JH. With four hearts on board and $347 in the pot
the big blind checks. You hold second nuts and want to capitalize on
your holdings; what do you do now that the big blind has checked?
You put him on an A-Q after he bet postflop. Would he have
checked with the AH? Doubtful. He would want to get additional value
for his nut holding. Now is milking time for you to add value with what
you feel is the nut hand, absent the AH.
With $347 in the pot, you bet $100 giving the big blind better than
4-1 on the money to make the call.
Holding top pair and top kicker and not holding a heart the player
rethinks the hand and remembers you raised to $15 preflop.
He had bet $50 postflop, and you called with two hearts on board,
thus he felt you were not indicating a draw. With such a small bet into
a big pot he simply can’t resist; he calls with A-Q and you win the
pot.
Make small bets into big pots and milk second, third, and even
fourth nuts for large profits. If you win two out of four, you’ll likely
make a big profit.
— Antonio Pinzari has been playing professionally since the ’70s. He’s the
creator of 23 Poker and Wild Tallahassee Poker, which you can learn more about
at WildTallahasseePoker.com.
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RATES START AT $429 WITH STOPS IN
COCOCAY, BAHAMAS, NASSAU, BAHAMAS & KEY WEST!

AND DON’T MISS OUR OTHER GREAT CRUISES:

OCT. 20-27 FROM NEW YORK • DEC. 2-7 FROM TAMPA
BOOK NOW FOR BEST PRICE AND AVAILABILITY!
ALL BOOKINGS MUST BE MADE THROUGH ANTE UP TO PLAY
IN THE POKER ROOM, PER ROYAL CARIBBEAN POLICY.
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Royal Caribbean International reserves the right to impose a fuel supplement on all guests if the price of West Texas Intermediate fuel
exceeds $65 per barrel. The fuel supplement for 1st and 2nd guests would be no more than $10 per guest per day, to a maximum of $140
per cruise; and for additional guests would be no more than $5 per person per day, to a maximum of $70 per cruise.
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*All prices are per person, based on double occupancy, and include taxes,
government fees and port charges. Limited number of staterooms available
at these introductory rates. Ships Registry Bahamas
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POKER POLITICS

new year, but be ready for status quo

A

s the “fiscal cliff ” negotiations raged on in late December and
into January, one thing became clear: The prospects for national
online poker legislation were folded. Despite the efforts by Sen. Harry
Reid and others on Capitol Hill, the gridlock of the
past continued its grip upon Washington. The loss
of this legislation means the status quo will be maintained for quite some time.
An analysis of the demise of the language demonstrates that even when “Big Gaming” aligns behind
a measure that there still exists formidable players
MARC
at the poker table in our nation’s capital. The most
DUNBAR
powerful of these players rivaling the American
Gaming Association are the state lotteries and the
Indian tribes. These groups collectively control the largest piece of
the national gaming dollar. Fearful over how Internet poker could affect their business models, they had their lobbyists working overtime
to stem any momentum Reid could muster behind his Internet poker
proposal. At the end of the day, the old lobbying adage “it is easy to
kill a bill, but hard to pass one” carried the day again.
Looking ahead, the AGA and Internet poker advocates will need
to figure a way to broaden their coalition to include at least one of
these groups in an effort to breathe life into the concept of national
poker system whereby states essentially opt in to the national poker
network via executive or legislative fiat. Without sounding too much
like a “Monday-morning quarterback,” the Nevada centric proposal,
while offering some appeal from a pure regulatory standpoint, must
be modified to include these non-AGA gaming stakeholders for opportunity and success to meet on this proposal.
Shifting gears a bit, much like on the Internet poker proposal, the
influence of state’s rights is being borne out on another gaming front

and is likely headed to Washington for its ultimate resolution. New
Jersey is taking on the sporting pantheon in North America in its quest
for statewide sports wagering. Gov. Chris Christie has stayed true to his
commitment to New Jersey’s voters and his maverick ways by pushing
forward with allowing New Jersey gaming operations and racetracks
to get into the sports book industry. The NCAA, NFL, NHL, NBA
and MLB have brought an action to enjoin the operation of these
regulations and have the New Jersey sportsbook regulations found in
violation of federal law.
At issue is whether a 1992 federal law known as the Professional
and Amateur Sports Protection Act (PASPA) can prevent a state from
authorizing sports wagering by its residents. The act grandfathered in
sports wagering in four states with its initial passage. Ironically one of
those states was New Jersey; however, New Jersey failed to secure these
entitlements by missing the initial window to enact its bookmaking
laws in time for PASPA grandfathering. Christie, 20 years later, stands
fighting for the rights of not just hungry sports bettors in New Jersey
but potentially hungry sports bettors across the country. For New Jersey to prevail, a federal court and likely the U. S. Supreme Court will
need to find that giving some states gambling privileges while denying
them to others is unconstitutional.
The relevance of this case to poker players really depends on
how the courts rule as one state’s rights gambling case invariably
has precedent on future cases involving legalized gambling by states.
Unless something dramatic changes, Internet poker will be a statelevel, hodge-podge amalgamation until opportunity and success meet
around the table of compromise in Congress.
— Marc W. Dunbar represents several gaming clients before the Florida Legislature and teaches gambling and parimutuel law at the Florida State’s College
of Law. Follow him on Twitter: @FLGamingWatch.
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There’s no shame in adjusting your goals
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ow many New Year’s resolutions have you broken? Don’t worry.
Start over with some serious poker goal-setting. Goal-setting is
flexible and adjustable.
There are numerous kinds of goals. Some are
measured by time: immediate, short-term, intermediate, long-term and dream goals.
Another way to enumerate goals that complements time orientation is to make outcome goals,
which focus on achieving a victory in a competitive
STEPHEN
BLOOMFIELD situation (such as winning a tournament). Performance goals, on the other hand, focus on achieving
standards based on one’s previous performances, not on the outcome
of others (leaving the cash game ahead and not giving profits back).
Another type, process goals, focuses on the actions individuals engage
in during performance (not tilting or reading betting patterns better).
When you set goals, set difficult but realistic goals; challenging
(moderately difficult) and achievable (not too difficult). Goals also
need to be specific. A little acronym for goal-setting is SMARTS. Always use your smarts when setting goals: a goal should be SPECIFIC,
MEASURABLE, ACTION-ORIENTED, REALISTIC, TIMESPECFIC and SELF-ORIENTED.
It’s advisable to write down your goal. Start with I, as in: I am going to
play poker three times a week, for at least three hours a session, for the next month.
This is better than I am going to play more poker. Now the assumption is if
you play more poker you will get better.

I will spend an hour a day studying poker by watching videos, reading Ante Up,
reading a book, three days a week is better than I will study poker more.
I will learn ways to deal with tilt by learning breathing exercises, and practicing
10 minutes every other day for six months is better than I won’t tilt anymore.
Notice these are performance and process goals and they fit
SMARTS.
Outcome goals are a little harder because they’re opponent dependent. We can’t control the villains so it’s hard to set goals that depend
on them. But it’s worth taking a shot at them; just don’t get frustrated
by being blocked by something you can’t control. For example, first
identify a leak. Set process and performance goals to fix the leak. The
assumption is if you fix the leak you can achieve an outcome goal. I
will build my poker stash by 50 percent over the next six months.
Don’t get frustrated and give up on your goal when you have A-K
suited and get felted by A-Q offsuit. Even if you were right, remember
in the short term you may be wrong. I know this is not a great consolation to an extended bad run, but it’s the nature of the game.
Goals need to be able to be adjusted. There is no failure in reviewing goals and changing them. Just make sure you honestly appraise
the issue. These are not New Year’s resolutions, these are the building
blocks to peak performance in poker, and hopefully the stairway to
heaven: meeting you dream goal. Keep your head in the game.
— Dr. Stephen Bloomfield is a licensed psychologist and avid poker player.
His column will give insight on how to achieve peak performance using poker
psychology. Email questions for him at editor@anteupmagazine.com.
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Where to play
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A look at some featured events around the country. The
following pages also highlight daily events and promotions.
East

* WESTERN NEW YORK CHALLENGE: This event (Feb. 12-18) is at Seneca
Niagara Casino in Niagara Falls. The series consists of 10 events with
$120-$1,080 buy-ins.
PHILLY POKER OPEN: This event (Feb. 16-24) is at Harrah’s Philadelphia and is perfect for the low-roller. The series consists of 14 events
with affordable buy-ins ($90-$500).
WSOPC ATLANTIC CITY: Caesars AC will host the World Series of Poker
Circuit (Feb. 28-March 11). The series has 12 ring events as well as a
few non-ring events, including satellites for the WSOP main event.

West
L.A. POKER CLASSIC: The L.A. Poker Classic, one of the largest tournament series on the calendar, is back at the Commerce Casino near Los
Angeles and will run until March 3. In addition to the $10K World
Poker Tour televised event, there are 68 events in a variety of formats
and buy-ins ($75-$25K).
* VENETIAN DSE: The Venetian Deep Stack Extravaganza is back (Jan
31-Feb. 28). There are 78 events over 29 days with $200-$2,500 buyins. There’s always a large turnout and prize pool for these events.
WSOPC LAS VEGAS: Caesars Palace in Las Vegas hosts the WSOPC
(Feb 7-18). There will several non-ring events in addition to the standard 12 ring events.
WINTER CLASSIC: The second annual Winter Classic at Talking Stick
Resort’s Arena Poker Room in Arizona will be Feb. 16-18.
* PACWEST POKER CLASSIC: This DeepStacks Poker Tour series at Chinook Winds Casino (Feb. 9-18) features 18 events, including a $1,100
main event with a $100K guarantee.

WYNN CLASSIC: The Wynn Classic (Feb. 28-March 17) returns to
the Wynn Casino Las Vegas. The series will have 12 events ($300$5,180).

Central

* MSPT RUNNING ACES: The Mid-States Poker Tour kicks off Season
4 at Running Aces Harness Park in Columbus, Minn., (Feb. 8-17).
Last year’s event had more than 300 entrants and a great turnout is
expected again.
CHICAGO CLASSIC: The Horseshoe Hammond hosts the third annual
Chicago Poker Classic (Feb. 20-March 4), an 11-event series with buyins ranging from $240 to $3,125.

South
WSOPC TUNICA: Harrah’s in Tunica, Miss., will continue hosting the
WSOPC until Feb. 4. There are still three chances left to win a ring in
February as well as four non-ring events.
* WPT LUCKY HEARTS OPEN: The Seminole Hard Rock Casino in Hollywood, Fla., hosts this event (Jan. 23-Feb. 12). In addition to the $3,500
WPT-televised event, there will be 25 tourneys with buy-ins ranging
from $125 to $1,000. There are more than $1 million in guarantees
for the series, so be prepared for big prize pools.
* WSOPC WEST PALM BEACH: The Palm Beach Kennel Club hosts the
WSOPC on Feb. 14-25. In addition to the standard 12 ring events,
there will be five non-ring events, including a seniors and ladies
event.
* Denotes the main event of this series/tournament qualifies for Ante Up Player
of the Year consideration as the final 10 players earn POY points.

Scan this QR Code for maps and more information on these poker rooms.

LOCATION

TOURNAMENTS/SPECIAL EVENTS

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

CASINO ARIZONA AT TALKING STICK
(480) 850-7777 • casinoaz.com
CASINO DEL SOL
(800) 344-9435 • casinodelsol.com
DESERT DIAMOND
(520) 342-1810 • ddcaz.com
FT. McDOWELL CASINO
(480) 837-1424 • fortmcdowellcasino
HARRAH’S PHOENIX AK-CHIN
(480) 802-5000 • harrahsakchin.com
VEE QUIVA CASINO
(520) 796-7777 • wingilariver.com/vee-quiva
WILD HORSE PASS HOTEL AND CASINO
(800) 946-4452 • wingilariver.com/wild-horse-pass

Mon.-Fri. ($60, 11:15a); Tue.-Wed. ($130, 7:15p); Feb. 9 ($330, 11:15a); Feb. 16
($225, 11:15a). See ad Page 23 for Winter Classic information.
Splash pots (Mon.-Fri. & Sun.); high-hand giveaways (Mon.-Fri.); Duncan Celebrity
tournament, Jan. 12 ($200, 6p).
Mon. ($35, 9:30a); Tue. $4K guar. ($130, 7p); Wed. ($35, 7p); Thurs. ($35, 9:30a).

Aces Cracked (daily, 2a-10a).

ARKANSAS
OAKLAWN RACING & GAMING
(501) 623-4411 • oaklawn.com

CALIFORNIA
101 CASINO
(707) 795-6121 • the101casino.com/casino
AGUA CALIENTE CASINO
(888) 999-1995 • hotwatercasino.com
ARTICHOKE JOE’S
(650) 589-3145 • artichokejoes.com
AVIATOR CASINO
(661) 721-7770 • theaviatorcasino.com
BANKERS CASINO
(831) 422-6666 • bankerscasino.net
BARONA RESORT
(619) 443-2300 • barona.com
BAY 101
(408) 451-8888 • bay101.com
BICYCLE CASINO
(562) 806-4646 • thebike.com
CACHE CREEK CASINO
(530) 796-3118 • cachecreek.com
CALIFORNIA GRAND CASINO
(925) 685-8397 • calgrandcasino.com

Mon.-Fri. ($30, noon); Mon. ($50, 7p); Tue.-Thurs. ($5 w/$5 rebuys, 7p); Fri. KO
($120, 7p); Sat. ($5, noon), ($10, 4p) and ($20, 9p); Sun. ($50, noon) & ($10, 7p).
Tue. Omaha ($25, 7:30p); Wed. KO ($60, 7:30) Thurs. ($10 w/rebuys, 7:30p); Fri.
($40, 7:30); Sat. ($60, 3:30p); Sun. ($25, 12:30p).
Sun.-Thurs. ($30 w/$20 rebuy, 11a); Wed. ($10 w/rebuys, 7:30p).
Mon. & Thurs. ($30, noon); Tue. & Wed. ($50, 7:30p).

Splash pots (Mon.-Fri. & Sun.); high-hand giveaways (Mon.-Fri.).
Splash Pots pay up to $150; Pigskin Poker Party (3 times weekly); free breakfast
buffet (Tue. & Wed.); call for details.
Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads over aces full of deuces and Omaha
is quad fours; mini jackpot is hold’em is aces full; high hand (daily); Aces Cracked.
Progressive bad-beat jackpot starts at $3.5K; Aces Cracked Wins a Spin (open-11a);
Deuces Cracked (daily, 10p-3a).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; royals pay $500; Aces Cracked; Super 77 bad-beat
jackpot starts at $25K (quad sevens or better beaten).
Aces Cracked pays $100; splash pots (daily); royals pay $200 (daily); Super 777 bad
beat jackpot starts at $25K (quad 7s or better beaten); Rolling Cash Fever.

Mon. & Wed. ($50, 7p); Thurs. Ladies Night freeroll (7p).

Straight-flush progressive; weekend cash giveaway (call for details).

Tue. & Thurs. ($50, 7p); Sat. PLO (4p) and buy up to largest chip stack; Feb. 2 ($295,
1p); Feb. 9 & 23 ($115, 1p).
Sun. $4K guarantee ($60, 10a); $7.5K guarantee freeroll, Feb. 9 (10:30a).

Mini bad-beat jackpot; super bad-beat jackpot; Omaha/8 bad-beat jackpot; Aces
Cracked (daily, mid.-noon); high hands (noon-3p, 3p-6p, 6p-9p, 9p-mid.).
High hands; Rack Attack (call for details).

No tournaments.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em pays $100K; bad beat in Omaha; royal flushes pay $599
(one hole card); quads pays $100; straight flush $200; Aces Cracked pays up to $300.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; mini bad-beat jackpot in hold’em, Mexican poker and
Omaha; Lucky Seat; high hand; call for more promotions.
The Players Challenge (call for details).

Mon. & Wed. ($30, 6p); Sat. & Sun. ($25, 2p); deep stack events, Feb. 9 & 23 ($125,
noon); Mexican Poker, Thurs. & Sun. ($30, 6p).
Mon. ($65, 6p); Tue. ($45, 6p); Thurs. ($65, 6p); Sun. ($45, noon); deepstack KO
event, Feb. 24 ($260, noon).
Mon., Tue., & Thurs. ($40, 6:30); Sat. & Sun. ($40, 10:30a).

Pot Builders (Mon.-Fri.).

Mon.-Fri. ($120, 9:30a); Sat. ($200, 9a); Sun. varies (call for details); Feb. 9 ($530,
9:30a).
Wed.-Sun. Quantum Reload (daily, $30-$65) and has up to $10K guaranteed.

Earn double points and WPT vouchers for future events (call for details).

Wed. ($55 w/$50 rebuy, 6p); Sat.-Sun. ($55 w/$50 rebuy, noon); KO event, Feb.
24 ($135).
Call for schedule.

Aces Cracked pays $100 (Mon.-Fri., 10a-10p); quads pay $250 (Mon.-Fri., 6a-6p);
high hands; cash drawings; call for details.
Call for information.

Play 25 hours to qualify for the $20K freeroll (call for details).
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CALIFORNIA (Continued)
CASINO 580
(925) 455-6144 • thecasino580.com
CASINO M8TRIX
(408) 645-0083 • casinom8trix.com
CHUKCHANSI GOLD RESORT & CASINO
(866) 794-6946 • chukchansigold.com
CHUMASH CASINO RESORT
(805) 686-1968 • chumashcasino.com
CLUB ONE CASINO
(559) 497-3000 • clubonecasino.com
COMMERCE CASINO
(323) 721-2100 • commercecasino.com
CORDOVA CASINO
(916) 293-7477 • cordovacasino.com
CRYSTAL CASINO
(310) 631-3838 • thecrystalcasino.com
DIAMOND JIM’S CASINO
(661) 256-1400 • diamondjimscasino.net
FOLSOM LAKE BOWL
(916) 983-4411 • folsomlakebowl.com
GOLDEN WEST CASINO
(661) 324-6936 • goldenwestcasino.net
HARRAH’S RINCON
(760) 751-3100 • harrahsrincon.com
HAWAIIAN GARDENS CASINO
(562) 860-5887 • thegardenscasino.com
HOLLYWOOD PARK
(310) 330-2800 • playhpc.com
HUSTLER CASINO
(310) 719-9800 • hustlercasinola.com
JACKSON RANCHERIA CASINO RESORT
(209) 223-1677 • jacksoncasino.com
LAKE ELSINORE CASINO
(951) 674-3101 • lercasino.com
LIMELIGHT CARD ROOM
(916) 446-2208 • limelightcardroom.com
LIVERMORE CASINO
(925) 447-1702 • livermorecasino.net
LOTUS CASINO
(916) 399-4929 • mylotuscasino.com
LUCKY CHANCES CASINO
(650) 758-2237 • luckychances.com
LUCKY DERBY CASINO
(916) 726-8946 • luckyderbycasino.com

Mon.-Thurs. ($30, 10a); Fri. ($30 w/$30 add-on, 10a); Sat.-Sun. ($60, 11a).

Daily ($25 w/$20 rebuys, 9:30a).
Wed.-Fri. ($40, 7p); Sat. & Sun. ($40, 2p &7p).
Wed.-Sun. ($35, 7p); Sat. & Sun. ($35, 2p).
Mon.-Fri. ($35, 10:15a); Tue. ($60, 7p); Wed. ($35, 7p); Thurs. ($40, 7p); Sat. ($10 w/
rebuys and add-on, 10:15a); Sun. ($70, 10:15a).
Mon.-Fri. ($20-$30, 10:15a); Mon.-Sun. ($50-$85, 6:15p); Sat. Omaha/8 ($20,
10:15a).
$20K guarantee, Feb. 2 ($220).
$20K guarantee, Jan. 5 ($220).
Call for details.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em pays $50K minimum; high hands pay $200 (daily);
royal-flush bonus (all suits); Aces Cracked spins wheel.
Progressive straight flush for all suits; bad beat in hold’em (aces full of jacks) and
Omaha (quad nines); royals pay $200; high hands pay $100; raffles (daily).
Mini bad-beat jackpot; high hand ($50); get paid for quads ($100), straight flushes
($150), and royals ($200); Aces or Kings Cracked.
Mini bad-beat jackpot; high hand ($50); get paid for quads ($100), straight flushes
($150), and royals ($200); Aces or Kings Cracked pays $25 (Wed.-Fri.).
High-hands pay $500 (Mon., Fri. & Sat.); Splash the Pot (daily).
Monster progressive jackpot starts at $20K; Easy Way Jackpot pays $5K; Omaha/8
bad-beat jackpot pays $5K; call for more details.
Call for promotions.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; super bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; player rewards
($200 for 40 hours played).
Call for information.

Mon. KO ($72, 6p); Tue. ($62 w/$20 rebuy, 6p); Wed. $2K guar. ($65, 6p); Sat. ($30
w/$10 rebuys, 1:30p); Sun. ($62, 1:30p).
Sat. $1K guar. ($30, 8p).

Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em and Omaha.

Mon. ($40, 6:15p); Wed. ($60, 6:15p); Fri. ($30, 9a & $40, 6:15p); Sat. ($30, 2:15p);
Sun. ($40, 2:15p).
Mon.-Thurs. ($30, noon & 7p) except $1K guar., Tue. & Thurs. ($40, noon); $1K guar.,
Fri. ($36, noon); $1.5K guar. Sat. KO ($60, 7p); Sat. & Sun. ($31, noon).
Daily ($50-$90); Mon.-Fri. (11:30a & 6:30p); Sat. & Sun. (11:30a & 5p); Winter
Hold’em series, Feb. 21-22 ($60-$160).
Daily ($50-$90); Mon.-Fri. (11:30a & 6:30p); Sat. & Sun. (11:30a & 5p).

Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em and Omaha; high hands; cash giveaways; Aces
Cracked.
Aces Cracked (24/7); high hand (Mon.-Fri.); Pay for Play (call for details).

Mon. ($140, 7p); Tue. ($125 w/$100 rebuy, 7p); Wed. ($125 w/$100 rebuy, 7p);
Thurs. KO ($120 w/$100 rebuy, 7p); Sun. ($125 w/$100 rebuy, 3p).
Mon. ($57, 7p); Fri. & Sat. ($57, 11a); satellite tournaments are $22 and run on Mon.
(10a); Tue.-Thurs. & Sun. (10a & 7p).
Mon., Wed., Thurs. & Sat. ($20 w/$5 rebuy, 10a); Mon. KO ($50, 7p); Tue. O/8 ($20,
10a); Thur. ($60, 7p); Fri. $3K guar. ($37 w/$10 rebuys, 10a); Sun. $5K guar. ($60, 2p).
Thurs. ($40, 6p).

Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Mon.-Sat. ($40 w/$20 rebuys and add-on, 11a & 7p); Sun. KO ($80, 11a & 7p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; royal-flush bonus; first-time players receive bonus
chips (see website for details).
Super bad-beat jackpot; Aces Cracked; splash pots; royals pay up to $250; high
hands.
Player points accumulated through live play (call for promotions).

Call for schedule.
Tue. KO ($75, 6:30p); Sat. & Sun. ($40, 10a).

Cash giveaways (call for details).

$100K bonus jackpots (daily); win up to $10K in cash drawings (call for details).
Progressive tournament jackpot; earn points for tournaments.

Call for information.
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em, Omaha and stud.
Bad-beat progressive jackpot in hold’em.
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TOURNAMENTS/SPECIAL EVENTS

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

LUCKY LADY CASINO
(619) 287-6690 • luckyladycardroom.com
MORONGO CASINO
(888) 667-6646 • morongocasinoresort.com
NORMANDIE CASINO
(310) 352-3400 • normandiecasino.com
OAKS CARD CLUB
(510) 653-4456 • oakscardclub.com
OCEAN’S 11 CASINO
(760) 439-6988 • oceans11.com
PALA CASINO
(760) 510-5100 • palacasino.com
PECHANGA RESORT
(951) 693-1819 • pechanga.com
PHOENIX CASINO
(916) 331-2345 • playphoenixcasino.com
PLAYERS CASINO VENTURA
(805) 643-1392 • pcventura.com
RANCHO’S CLUB
(916) 361-9186 • ranchosclub.com
RED HAWK CASINO
(530) 677-2580 • redhawkcasino.com
SAN MANUEL CASINO
(800) 359-2464 • sanmanuel.com
SOBOBA CASINO
(951) 665-1000 • soboba.net
SPOTLIGHT 29 CASINO
(760) 775-5566 • spotlight29.com
SYCUAN CASINO
(619) 445-6002 • sycuan.com
TACHI PALACE CASINO
(559) 924-7751 • tachipalace.com
THUNDER VALLEY CASINO
(916) 408-7777 • thundervalleyresort.com
VIEJAS CASINO
(619) 445-5400 • viejas.com

Call for schedule.

Call for promotions.

Daily ($30-$97); Mon.-Fri. (10a & 7p); Sat (11a); Sun. (11a & 6p) including Fri. KO
($97, 7p).
Wed. $2K ($50, 7p); Thurs. $2K ($50, 7p); Fri. $3K ($60, 7p); Sat. KO ($60, 6p); Sun.
$2K (freeroll w/$10 rebuys, 1p).
Mon. KO ($140 w/re-entry, 6:15p); Wed. & Thurs. ($100 w/$80 rebuy, 6:15p); Sat.
($120 w/re-entry, 11a); Sun. ($125 w/$100 rebuy, 1p).
Daily ($35, 10a); $2.5K guar. Thurs. ($65, 7p); $2K guar., Sat.-Sun. ($45, 10a); Winter
Open, Feb. 2-10 ($75-$150) - call for schedule.
Daily ($35, 10a); $2.5K guar. Thurs. ($65, 7p); $2K guar., Sat.-Sun. ($45, 10a).

Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em and Omaha; Aces Cracked; get paid for royals; high
hands.
$8-$16 seeded at $40K; Aces Cracked (Sun.-Thurs.); $28K Winter Cash Giveaway (call
for details); $24K Poker Cash Giveaway (call for details).
Progressive jackpots in hold’em ($20K min.) and Omaha ($5K min.); hold’em
jackpots increase to $40K min. (7:30-9:30a).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (aces full of 10s beaten); high hand; Flush Marathon
(Wed., noon-midnight).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (aces full of 10s beaten); high hand; Flush Marathon
(Wed., noon-midnight); Football Splash Pots (Mon.).
High hands; holiday gift grab; holiday cash giveaway; late night/early bird specials;
call for details.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; high hand.

COLORADO

AMERISTAR BLACK HAWK
(720) 946-4108 • ameristar.com/Black_Hawk.aspx
GOLDEN GATES CASINO
(303) 582-5600 • goldencasinogroup.com
ISLE CASINO BLACK HAWK
(303) 998-7777 • black-hawk.isleofcapricasinos.com
LADY LUCK CASINO
(303) 582-2141 • isleofcapricasinos.com
LODGE CASINO AT BLACK HAWK
(303) 582-1771 • thelodgecasino.com
RESERVE CASINO HOTEL
(303) 582-0800 • reservecasinohotel.com

CONNECTICUT
FOXWOODS CASINO
(800) 369-9663 • foxwoods.com
MOHEGAN SUN CASINO
(860) 862-8000 • mohegansun.com
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DELAWARE PARK
(302) 355-1050 • delawarepark.com
DOVER DOWNS HOTEL & CASINO
(302) 674-4600 • doverdowns.com
HARRINGTON RACEWAY
(888) 887-5687 • harringtonraceway.com

Mon. ($30, 10a); Tue. KO ($35, 10a & 7p); Wed. KO ($25, 10a); Thurs. Survivor ($35,
10a); Fri. ($30, noon); Sat. ($30, 10a); Sun. ($35, 10a).
Mon.-Thurs. ($40, 1:30p); Fri. & Sat. ($35, 4p).
Mon. & Sun. ($35 w/rebuys, 10a); Mon. ($65, 7p); Tue. & Fri. ($15 w/rebuys, 11:30a)
Tue. & Thurs. ($35 w/rebuys, 7p); Wed. ($65, 11:30a); Sat. ($65, 10a).
Daily ($40, 10a); Tue. KO ($70, 6:30p); Sun., Mon., Wed., Thurs. ($40, 6:15p).

Call for promotions.

Daily ($40, 10a); Tue. KO ($70, 6:30p); Wed. & Thurs. ($60, 6:30p).

Double jackpots (Mon. & Wed.); hourly high hand (Tue. & Thurs.); Money Wheel
(Fri.).
Wheel Spins (Mon. & Wed.); high hand (Tue.); Splash the Pot (Thurs.); Aces Cracked
(Sat.-Sun.).
Lucky Football Squares (Sun.-Mon., 5p); Football Blitz (Thurs., 5p); Wheel Spins
(Mon. & Wed.); high hand (Tue.); Splash the Pot (Thurs.); Aces Cracked (Sat.-Sun.).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full beaten by quads; Aces Cracked; high hand
(Wed.-Fri.); Sat. cash drawing (2p-mid.).
Progressive jackpots in hold’em (aces full of jacks beaten by quads) and Omaha
jackpot (quad eights); Acey/Deucey; high hands; Poker Yahtzee; Late Night Luck.
High hands pay $50 (daily); Kings Can’t Lose (Mon.); Aces Cracked (Thurs.); call for
other promotions.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em and Omaha; high hands (call for details).

$33K and $100K Cash is King freeroll tournaments held regularly; qualify by collecting high-hand stamps in live action (see website for details).
Daily ($7-$20, 10a); Tue. KO $1.5K guar. ($30, 7p); Wed. deepstack ($30, 7p); Fri.
$3K guar. ($30, 7p); Sat. KO $2K guar. ($30, 6p); Sun. $1.5K guar. ($20, 10a).
Mon. ($35, 11a); Tue.-Thurs. KO ($50, 11a); Fri. ($35, 11) & ($80, 7p); Sat. & Sun.
($35, 11a).
Mon.-Sat. ($21 w/rebuys, 10a); Mon.-Wed. qualifiers ($45, 6:30p); Fri. ($46 w/$10
bounties, 6:30p); Sat. & Sun. ($46 w/$10 bounties, 6p).
Tue. ($50, 7:15p); Wed. KO ($60, 7:15p); Fri. ($50, 11:15a); Sat. ($70, 11:15a); Sun.
($100, 11:15a).
Mon.-Thurs. ($40, 1p); Fri.-Sun. ($60, 11a); Sun. KO ($100, 7p). See ad Page 11.

Call for promotions.

Mon.-Wed. ($10 w/rebuy and add-on, 10a) & ($30, 6:15p); Thurs. Omaha ($15,
10a); Fri. ($40, 10a) & ($120, 6:15p).

$5K freeroll; Cash Grab; Prize Wheel (daily) - call for details.

No tournaments.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quads).

Daily ($40-$300) at 10a, noon, 3p and 7p w/an event on Sunday ($100 w/$100
rebuys, noon).
Mon. ($55, 11a) & ($50, 7p); Tue. ($55, 11a); Wed. ($55, 11a) & ($45, 8p); Thurs.
PLO/8 ($45, 11a) & ($50, 6p); Fri. ($55, 11a) & ($50, 4p); Sat. & Sun. ($100, 1p).
Fri. ($60, 7p); Sat. ($60, 2p); Sun. ($60, 2p).

Early bird specials; players can earn $5 per hour in cash back (call for details).

Mon.-Fri. ($80, noon); Sat.-Sun. ($100, noon); Sun.-Fri. ($100, 7p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads.

No tournaments scheduled, but will run them upon request.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; Jackpot Vault consists of 14 jackpots with quads or
better and is progressive.

Daily ($60-$300, 9a-8p) including $20K guar., Fri. ($230, 6p); $10K guar., Sat.
($160, 6p) & Sun. ($120, 11a).
Daily ($60-$200); Tue. & Thurs. ($75, 10a); Wed. ($120, 7p) & Fri. ($200, 2p); Sat.
$10K guar. ($150, 11a); Sun. ($120, 5p); Feb. 17 ($330, 10a).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quad eights and quad deuces in stud; Pigskin Pick’em
(call for details).
High hands paid every four hours daily, seven days a week; “Add-On” tournaments,
Mon., Tue. & Thurs.

Mon.-Thurs. ($65, noon, 4p, & 7p); Fri.-Sun. ($65-$340, noon, 4p, 7p & 10p); Sat.
($30-$60, 9a).
Mon.-Sat. ($65, 1p); Tue. PLO ($65, 7p); Wed. ($75, 7p); Fri. ($155, 7p); Sat. ($80,
7p); $25K guar., Feb. 22 ($300, 7p); Pro Poker Championship runs until Feb. 11.
Tue. & Thurs. ($60, 11a); Wed. ($110, 7p); Sat. ($60 w/rebuy & add-on, 11a).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em with descending qualifier; mini bad beat; high hand
pays up to $250.
Call for information.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of kings beaten by quads.

Daily ($40-$150); Mon. & Fri. KO ($125, 7p); Wed. ($150, 7p); Thurs. PLO/8 ($100,
7p); Fri. & Sun. ($150, noon). See ad Page 17.
Mon., Wed. ($50, 7p); Sun., Tue., Thurs. KO ($100, 7p); Sat. ($100, noon); Sun. ($50,
noon).
Call for information.

Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em, Omaha and stud; royals and steel wheel pay $250
(spades pay $500); hourly high hands (Sun.-Thurs.).
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em, Omaha and stud; royals and steel wheels pay $250
(spades pay $500); hourly high hands (Sun.-Thurs.).
Call for information.

Daily ($20-$165); Tue. ($35, 7p); Thurs. $3K guar. ($75, 7p); Sun. $4K guar. ($100,
2p); call for details. Player of the Month and daily SNGs.
Thurs. & Sun. $10K satellite ($75, 1p & 7p); Thurs. & Fri. ($50, 7p); Sat. KO ($100,
7p); $10K guar., Feb. 2 ($250, 1p). See ad on Page 51.
Mon.-Fri. ($5, 1p); Sun., Mon., Tue., Thurs. ($10, 6:30p); Wed. ($40, 6:30p); Fri.
($105, 6:30p); Sat. ($20, 1p & 6:30p); Sun. freeroll (1p).
Daily (noon, 3p & 7p); Mon. ($120, 7p); Tue. Grand Chop ($120, 7p); Wed. KO ($80,
7p); Fri. ($120, 7p); Sat. ($140, 7p); Sun. ($175, 1p). Ask about $50K guar. event.

Progressive royals and rolling quads of the day are progressive; hourly high hands
(daily); call for details. Bad beat starts at $20K.
Bad beats in hold’em (quads), Omaha (quad jacks) and stud (quads); play daily and
receive up to $3/hr; mini bad beat (Tue., 10a); high hands pays $100/hr (Fri.-Mon.).
High hand progressive increases $100/hour; Magic Hand Spin-the-Wheel pays up to
$1K; royal flushes pay $250; see website for details.See ad Page 18.
Bad beat in limit, no-limit, Omaha and stud; early bird (Mon.-Fri., 10a-11a); Prime
Time (Mon.-Thurs., 5p-9p) & (Fri., 5p-1a); Super Sat. (noon-11:30p); Sun. (1p-5p).

Straight flush progressive; quad of the day; call for details.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em has a 50 percent room share (call for details).

FLORIDA
BESTBET JACKSONVILLE
(904) 646-0002 • bestbetjax.com
BESTBET ORANGE PARK KENNEL CLUB
(904) 646-0002 • bestbetjax.com
CALDER CASINO
(305) 625-1311 • studzpoker.com
CASINO MIAMI JAI-ALAI
(305) 633-6400 • crystalcardroom.com
CREEK ENTERTAINMENT GRETNA
(866) 946-3360 • creekentertainmentgretna.com
DANIA JAI-ALAI
(954) 927-2841 • dania-jai-alai.com
DAYTONA BEACH KENNEL CLUB
(386) 252-6484 • daytonagreyhound.com/pokerroom

WHERE TO PLAY

FLORIDA (Continued)
LOCATION

TOURNAMENTS/SPECIAL EVENTS

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

DERBY LANE
(727) 812-3339 x7 • derbylanepoker.com
EBRO GREYHOUND PARK
(850) 234-3943 • ebrogreyhoundpark.com
FT. PIERCE JAI-ALAI & POKER
(772) 464-7500 • jaialai.net/poker.php
GULFSTREAM PARK
(954) 457-6336 • gulfstreampark.com
ISLE CASINO AT POMPANO PARK
(954) 972-2000 x5123 • theislepompanopark.com
MAGIC CITY CASINO
(305) 649-3000 • flaglerdogs.com
MARDI GRAS CASINO
(877) 557-5687 x3167 • playmardigras.com
MELBOURNE GREYHOUND PARK
(321) 259-9800 • mgpark.com
NAPLES-FT. MYERS GREYHOUND TRACK
(239) 992-2411 • naplesfortmyersdogs.com
OCALA POKER AND JAI-ALAI
(352) 591-2345 • ocalapoker.com
PALM BEACH KENNEL CLUB
(561) 683-2222 • pbkennelclub.com
PENSACOLA GREYHOUND TRACK
(850) 455-8595 • pensacolagreyhoundtrack.com
SARASOTA KENNEL CLUB
(941) 355-7744 x1054 • skcpoker.com
SEMINOLE CASINO BRIGHTON
(866) 222-7466 x121 • seminolecasinobrighton.com
SEMINOLE CASINO COCONUT CREEK
(866) 222-7466 • seminolecoconutcreekcasino.com
SEMINOLE HARD ROCK HOLLYWOOD
(866) 502-7529 • seminolehardrockhollywood.com
SEMINOLE HARD ROCK TAMPA
(866) 502-7529 • seminolehardrocktampa.com
SEMINOLE CASINO IMMOKALEE
(866) 222-7466 • theseminolecasino.com
TAMPA BAY DOWNS
(813) 298-1798 • tampabaydowns.com
TAMPA GREYHOUND TRACK
(813) 932-4313 • luckyscards.com

Daily ($50-$330) on Sun.-Thurs. (1p, 4p, & 7p) & Fri.-Sat. (1p, 6p, & 8p). See ad on
Page 19.
Daily ($20-$220) on Sun.-Fri. (8p), Sat. (2p, 8p, midnight). See ad on Page 12.

Daily cash and prize promotions; high hands; tournament high hands; see website
for more promotions.
High hands pay $100 (Mon. & Fri., 9a-midnight) and $500 (Sun.-Thurs., 2a-3a &
Fri.-Sat, midnight-9a); $4,999 royal flush of spades (Tue.-Thurs., 9a-noon).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em, Omaha and stud (see website for rules and payouts);
quads pays $100-$220 (daily).
High hands (daily); $500/half hour with power hours paying $750 at noon, 4p, 7p &
10p (Fri.-Sat., noon-midnight); $250/hour (Sun.-Thurs., 11a-3a); royals pay $500.
Bad-beat and high-hand jackpots in hold’em and Omaha; $10K cash drawings
every Sunday.
Big Slick Royal Progressive; high hands pay $150; progressive Hot Table pays
minimum of $500 (daily); Hot Table 100 spins wheel (Sat., 2p, 6p, 10p & 2a).
$40 frenzy vouchers (Sun.-Thurs., 9a-11a & midnight-3a); high hand jackpots; $500
high hand every half hour (Fri. & Sat.).
Bad beat in hold’em and Omaha; straight flush pays $100; royals $500; Aces Cracked
pays $50 (Wed.); high hand (Mon.-Fri.); Early Bird; Midday Madness (call for details).
Diamond Big Slick Royal Progressive pays minimum of $25K; all other royals pay
$1K; high hand (daily); $1K hourly high hands (Wed.); Sat. $5K high hand (6p-mid.).
High hand (daily); royals pay $500 (daily).

Mon. ($75, 7p); Wed. ($55, 7p); Sat. ($100, 1:30p); Sun. ($55, 4p).
Daily (6:30p); Mon., Fri. ($2.5K guar.), Sun. ($60); Tue. $1.5K guar. ($80); Wed.
($100); Thurs. PLO ($20 w/$10 rebuys); Mon.-Wed. (KO) & Sat. (rebuy). Ad on 29.
Daily ($100-$230); Mon.-Wed. & Fri.-Sat. (noon, 7:30p); Thurs. (7:30p); Sat. & Sun.
(noon). See ad on Page 37.
SNGs daily ($65-$800); call for details.
Tue. Omaha/8 ($100, 7p); Wed. PLO $1.5K guar. freeroll (7p); Thurs. $1.5K guar.
freeroll (7p); Sun. $1.5K guar. shootout freeroll (7p).
Mon. ($65, 1p & 7p); Tue. ($35 w/$30 rebuys, 1p & 7p); Thurs. ($35 w/rebuys, 1p & $90
KO, 7p); Fri. $5K guar. ($45, 7p); Sat. ($120, 1p); Sun. ($65, 1p). Ad below.
Mon. & Tue. ($50, noon & 7p); Wed. ($65, 7p); Thurs. ($65, noon & $50, 7p); Fri. ($115,
6p); Sat. ($115, 2p); Sun. ($125, 2p) & Omaha/8 ($65, 6p); Feb. 2 ($275, noon).
Mon. ($30, 7p); Tue. ($35, 7p); Wed. ($50, 7p); Thurs. ($30, 7p); Fri. ($115, 7p); Sun.
($30, 4p). See ad Page 44.
Daily ($30-$550) at noon & 6:30p; Sat. $5K freeroll (6:30p); WSOP Circuit event, Feb.
13-25 ($365-$1,675) w/main event, Feb. 23 ($1,675, 11a). Ad Page 15.
Daily ($50-$100); Mon., Fri. & Sun. ($50, 7p); Tue. & Fri. ($50, 1p); Wed. & Sat.
($100, 7p); $10K guar., Feb. 9 ($250, 1p); $20K guar., Feb. 23 ($500, 1p).
Daily ($40-$160) including Fri. ($110, 1p, 25K chips); Sat. ($160, 2p, 15K chips,
30-minute levels). See ad on Page 13.
Wed. ($20, 7p); Sat. ($50, 7p).
Mon., Wed. & Sat. ($120, 6p); Tue. & Thurs. ($65, 6p); Fri. ($100, 9p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (nearly $500K at press time), Omaha, and stud; mini
bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; progressive jackpot (call for details).
Bad beat in hold’em (quads), Omaha (quad jacks) and stud (quads); full house or
better (daily); mini bad beat (daily, mid.-4a); play Sun.-Wed. for an extra $2/hr.
Progressive jackpots in all games.
Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; high hands (Fri.-Sun.); Aces Cracked (Tue.
& Thurs.); Rolling Cash Fever (Wed.).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Daily ($40-$300); guaranteed prize pools (call for details); WPT Lucky Hearts Open,
Feb. 8-12 ($3,500, noon). See ad Page 49.
Daily ($40-$550), including Wed. ($225, alternates between 12:30p/7:30p). See
ad Page 47.
Daily $60 single-table shootout (noon & 7p); WPT main-event qualifiers on first
Friday of Feb. and March ($230, 7p). See ad on Page 31.
Daily ($20-$200) at 1p and 7p; $10K guar., Feb. 17 ($350, 1p). See ad on Page 21.

Hourly high hands in limit and no-limit (daily); Play, earn, and redeem (call for
details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em, Omaha and stud.

Daily ($30-$80); Sun.-Thurs. (2p & 6:30p); Fri.-Sat. (2p, 7:30p). Sunday Challenge,
last Sun. of every month ($115, 1p, 15K chips).

Rise & Shine starts at $500 (daily, 11:30a-4p); quads ($50-$75), straight flushes ($150)
and royals ($300) from Sun.-Thurs. (4p-11p); high hands pay 2Xs (Fri.-Sat., 4p-11p).
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$199 high hand (daily, 11a-2p, 2p-4p; 11p-2a & Fri. & Sat. $99-$199-$500, 2a-4a);
daily $1K quad over quad bad beat.
Up to $599 high hands (Tue. & Fri., 1p-mid.); $300 every 15 minutes (Wed., 1p-7p).
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WHERE TO PLAY

ILLINOIS

52

GRAND VICTORIA ELGIN
(847) 531-7753 • grandvictoria-elgin.com
HARRAH’S JOLIET
(815) 740-7480 • harrahsjoliet.com
HOLLYWOOD CASINO AURORA
(630) 801-7471 • hollywoodcasinoaurora.com
HOLLYWOOD CASINO JOLIET
(815) 927-2175 • hollywoodcasinojoliet.com
JUMER’S CASINO & HOTEL
(309) 756-4600 • jumerscri.com
PAR-A-DICE CASINO
(309) 698-6693 • paradicecasino.com
ROCKFORD CHARITABLE GAMES
(800) 965-7852 • rcgpoker.com

INDIANA

BELTERRA CASINO RESORT
(812) 427-7777 • belterracasino.com
BLUE CHIP
(219) 861-4820 • bluechipcasino.com
HOLLYWOOD CASINO LAWRENCEBURG
(812) 539-8000 • www.hollywoodindiana.com
HORSESHOE HAMMOND
(219) 473-6065 • horseshoehammond.com
HORSESHOE SOUTHERN INDIANA
(812) 969-6000 • horseshoe-indiana.com
MAJESTIC STAR II
(219) 977-7444 • majesticstarcasino.com

IOWA

DIAMOND JO CASINO NORTHWOOD
(641) 323-7777 • diamondjo.com
GRAND FALLS CASINO
(712) 777-7777 • grandfallscasinoresort.com
HORSESHOE COUNCIL BLUFFS
(877) 771-7463 • horseshoecouncilbluffs.com
MESKWAKI CASINO
(641) 484-2108 • meskwaki.com
MYSTIQUE GREYHOUND PARK
(563) 585-2964 • mystiquedbq.com
PRAIRIE MEADOWS CASINO
(515) 967-8543 • prairiemeadows.com
RIVERSIDE CASINO
(319) 648-1234 • riversidecasinoandresort.com

Call for information.

Comp dollars (call for details).

Thursday ($125, 7p, 4K chips, 20-minute levels); Sunday ($125, 4p, 4K chips); 1st
Sat. KO; 2nd & 4th Sat. Deepstack; 3rd Sat. MiniDeep (call for details).
Wednesday ($160, 1p).

Mega bad-beat jackpot (quad eights); mini bad-beat jackpot (aces full of kings); get
paid for straight and royal flushes.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quad fives.

No tournaments.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Mon. ($40, 6p); Tue. ($40, 7p); Wed. ($50, 7p); Sun. ($80, 1p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Sun. ($115, 11a).

Call for information.

SNGs: $25, $50 and $115. MTTs: ($60, $120). See ad below.

Call about monthly freerolls.

Mon. & Wed. ($40, 7:15p); Tue. ($65, 7:15p); Thurs. ($40, 12:15p) & ($65, 7:15p); Fri.
($65, 7:15p) & ($40, midnight); Sat. & Sun. ($65, 11:15a); Sun. ($40, 5:15p).
Tue. & Thurs. ($20 w/$20 rebuys, 6p); Wed. ($60, 6p); Sat. & Sun. ($80, noon).

Call for promotions.

Daily ($80-$150) at 11:15a & 7:15p.
Mon. & Thurs. ($200, 7p); Tue. & Thurs. ($100, noon); Fri. & Sun. ($200, noon); $40K
guar., last Sat. of every month ($500, noon).
Daily ($50-$81); Mon. (noon); Tue. (noon, 7p); Wed. (7p); Thurs. (noon); Fri.
(midnight); Sat. (noon); Sun. (3p).
Wed. ($55, 7p); Thurs. ($60, 7p); Fri. ($130, 7p); Sat. ($60, 1p & $105, 7p); Sun.
($55, 11a & $60, 7p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; high hand of the hour (Mon.-Fri., 10a-2p) pays $50 per
hour; Real Deal Lucky Wheel pays up to $200 (Fri.-Sat., 4p-midnight).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; WPT satellite freeroll for top tournament point-earners
(call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in select game; Chicago Poker Classic, Feb. 20-March 4 ($240$3,200) w/main event, March 1 ($3,200, noon).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of kings; tournament bad-beat jackpot; high
hand of the day pays $200 (call for details).

Tue. & Thurs. ($50, 7:30p); Sat. ($100, 2p); Sun. ($60, 2p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Mon. Omaha/8 ($40, 1p); Tue. ($40, 1p); Thurs. ($40, 6p); Sat. ($60, noon); Sun.
($100, 1p).
Mon., Wed., Sat. ($65, 10a); Tue. ($65, 7p); Thurs. KO ($75, 7p); Fri. ($65, 10a); Sun.
($45, 10a & 2p); Omaha/8, Feb. 4 ($65); Fat Stack, Feb. 23 ($235).
Tue. ($25 w/rebuys, 7p); Wed. Omaha/8 ($30, 7p); Thurs. ($30 w/re-entry, 7p); Sat.
& Sun. ($30, 1p).
Thursday ($40, 6p); Friday ($60, 1p); Sunday ($50, 1p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads; get paid for straight flush ($50) and royals
($200).
High-hand; progressive straight and royal flushes; Aces Cracked (6a-6p).

Tue. ($30, noon); Wed. ($30, 7p); Sun. ($60, noon); KO event on first Thursday of
every month (except July will be second Thursday) - call for details.
Mon. & Fri. limit Omaha H/L ($30, 11a); Tue. ($80, 6p); Wed. ($50, 6p); Thurs. ($30,
6p); Fri. ($30, 4p); Sat. ($30, 1p); Sun. ($50, 2p); last Sat. of month ($100, 1p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; royal flush jackpot.
Straight flush progressive jackpot in hold’em, Omaha and stud pays 10 jackpots
(call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of jacks losing to quads; straight flush pays
$200.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (aces full of kings) and Omaha (quad 10s); player
comps (call for details).

LOCATION

BOOT HILL CASINO
(877) 906-0777 • boothillcasino.com
HOLLYWOOD CASINO
(913) 288-9300 • hollywoodcasinokansas.com
KANSAS STAR CASINO
(316) 719-5000 • kansasstarcasino.com

LOUISIANA

BOOMTOWN NEW ORLEANS
(800) 366-7711 • boomtownneworleans.com
COUSHATTA CASINO
(800) 584-7263 • coushattacasinoresort.com
CYPRESS BAYOU CASINO
(800) 284-4386 • cypressbayou.com
ELDORADO CASINO SHREVEPORT
(318) 220-5274 • eldoradoshreveport.com
HARRAH’S NEW ORLEANS
(504) 533-6000 • harrahsneworleans.com
HORSESHOE CASINO BOSSIER CITY
(800) 895-0711 • horseshoebossiercity.com
ISLE OF CAPRI LAKE CHARLES
(337) 430-2407 • lake-charles.isleofcapricasinos.com
L’AUBERGE BATON ROUGE CASINO
(225) 215.7777 • lbatonrouge.com
L’AUBERGE DU LAC CASINO
(337) 395-7777 • ldlcasino.com

MICHIGAN

FIREKEEPERS CASINO
(269) 962-0000 • firekeeperscasino.com
GREEKTOWN HOTEL & CASINO
(313) 223-2999 • greektowncasino.com
LEELANAU SANDS CASINO
(231) 534-8100 • casino2win.com
MGM GRAND DETROIT
(313) 465-1777 • mgmgranddetroit.com
SOARING EAGLE CASINO
(989) 775-7777 • soaringeaglecasino.com
TURTLE CREEK CASINO & HOTEL
(231) 534-8937 • turtlecreekcasino.com

TOURNAMENTS/SPECIAL EVENTS

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

Monday ($75, 6p). See ad below.

Call for information.

Call for tournaments.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Call for tournaments.

Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Tuesday Freeroll (11a) for 4 or 5 Star Players; Wed. ($35 w/$10 add-on, 7p); Thurs.
$1K guarantee.
Daily, including Tue. ($20 w/rebuys, 6:30p); Thurs. ($75, 7p); Fri. ($130, 7:30p); Sat.
($220, 2p).
Wednesday (6p); call for details.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quad sixes) and Omaha; Aces Cracked (Tue. & Thurs.);
mini bad-beat jackpot is aces full of jacks beaten by quads; Splash the Pot (daily).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Tue. ($100 w/$50 add-on, 6:30p); Wed. ($100 w/$25 KO, 6:30p); Thurs. ($100,
6:30p); Sat. ($115 w/$75 add-on, 11a); Sun. ($140, 11a).
Call for schedule.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads; high hand pays $100 (Mon. & Fri., noon-8p);
Splash the Pot pays $100 (Mon.).
Call for promotions.

Mon., Wed., Sat., Sun. ($100-$200 w/rebuys & add-ons) including Thurs. ($200, 6p).
Monday ($60, 6:30p).

High hands (Sun. & Wed.); Aces Cracked (Mon., Tue., Fri.); Splash Cash (Thurs.). Call
for details and times.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; minor jackpots daily; cash giveaways Mon.-Thurs.

Call for information.

Call for promotions.

No tournaments.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; player comps earned on a tier basis (call for details).

Wed. ($70, noon); Sun. ($70, noon); Winter Freezout (call for details).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of jacks beaten by quads.

Call for information.
Call for information.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em and Omaha; secondary bad-beat jackpot; high-hand
jackpot; PLO cash games (Wed. & Fri.).
Call for promotions.

Call for information.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Mon. ($60, 6:30p); Tue. ($13 w/rebuys, 6:30p); Wed. KO ($45, 6:30p); Sun. ($60,
12:30p); Feb. 8 ($175, 1p).
Tournaments featured monthly (call for details). See ad on Page 32.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em, Omaha and stud; Soaring Hand jackpots increase daily
(call for details).
Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; Aces Cracked.

* SNG = single-table tournaments; all tournaments are no-limit hold’em unless noted. Poker room managers email roth@anteupmagazine.com

WHERE TO PLAY

KANSAS

WHERE TO PLAY

MINNESOTA
LOCATION

CANTERBURY PARK
(952) 445-7223 • canterburypark.com
RUNNING ACES HARNESS PARK
(651) 925-4600 • runningacesharness.com
TREASURE ISLAND RESORT & CASINO
(651) 388-6300 • treasureislandcasino.com

MISSISSIPPI

BEAU RIVAGE RESORT AND CASINO
(228) 386-7092 • beaurivage.com
BOOMTOWN CASINO BILOXI
(228) 436-8999 • boomtownbiloxi.com
GOLD STRIKE CASINO AND RESORT
(662) 357-1136 • goldstrikemississippi.com
HARD ROCK BILOXI
(228) 374-7625 • hardrockbiloxi.com
HARRAH’S TUNICA
(800) 946-4946 x33760 • harrahstunica.com
HOLLYWOOD CASINO TUNICA
(800) 871-0711 x5005 • hollywoodtunica.com
HORSESHOE CASINO TUNICA
(662) 357-5608 • horseshoetunica.com
IP CASINO RESORT & SPA
(888) 946-2847 x8554 • ipbiloxi.com
ISLE CASINO HOTEL BILOXI
(228) 436-7967 • biloxi.isleofcapricasinos.com
SAM’S TOWN CASINO TUNICA
(800) 456-0711 • samstowntunica.com

MISSOURI

AMERISTAR ST. CHARLES
(636) 949-7777 • ameristar.com
AMERISTAR KANSAS CITY
(816) 414-7000 • ameristar.com
HARRAH'S NORTH KANSAS CITY
(816) 472-7777 • harrahsnkc.com
HOLLYWOOD ST. LOUIS
(314) 770-8100 • hollywoodcasinostlouis.com
LUMIERE PLACE
(314) 881-7777 • lumiereplace.com
RIVER CITY CASINO
(888) 578-7289 • rivercity.com

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em, Omaha and stud; high hand/hr (Mon., 9a-midnight);
Aces Cracked (Tue., 10a-6p).
Aces Cracked (Tue.); Aces Cracked Double the Pot (Thurs.); Aces Cracked progressive
(Fri.-Sat.). See ad on Page 29.
Bad beat in hold’em; Aces Cracked (Thurs., 10a-2a & Sun.-Mon., 10p-close); get paid
for quads ($44), straight flush ($75); royals are progressive and starts at $100.

Daily (call for schedule). See ad Page 9.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em, Omaha and stud.

No tournaments scheduled unless there is enough interest.

Bad-beat jackpot (aces full of kings); mini pays 10% (aces full of jacks); Aces Cracked
pays $100 (24/7) and $100/$200 (Mon.-Thurs., 4p-7p).
Bad-beat jackpots (call for details); win $100 every other hour (Mon.-Fri., 3a-10a);
get paid to play (25 hours minimum).
Bad-beat jackpot is aces full of queens beaten by quads; Hard Rock Jackpot Hands;
Four of a Kind Blows My Mind; set over set jackpot (Sun.-Wed.).
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em, Omaha, and stud; progressive quads jackpot; Spin to
Win pays up to $1K; WSOPC runs until Feb. 4 ($365-$1,675); call for schedule.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quads, must be in $3-$6 or higher) and Omaha.

Daily ($35-$340).
Mon. KO ($25, 3p); Thurs. ($25, 10a); Fri. ($30, 10a); Sat. ($50, 3p); Sun. ($25, 3p).
Mon. & Fri. ($60, 1p); Tue. ($70, 1p); Wed. & Thurs. ($35 w/$20 add-on, 1p); Fri.
($40, 6p); Sat. ($70, 1p & $70, 6p); Sun. ($50, 1p & $60, 6p).
Daily ($10-$40). Mon., Wed., Thurs. (6p); Fri. & Sat. (7p); Sat. & Sun. (2p); Sunday
$1K guarantee ($10 w/rebuys & $20 add-on, 2p).
Mon.-Wed. ($50, 7p); Thurs. KO ($50, 7p); Fri. ($90, 6p); Sat. $10K guar. ($150, 3p);
Sun. ($90, 2p).
Daily ($60, noon).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em, Omaha and stud; call for more daily promotions.
Poker Squares pay up to $1K (Sun. & Mon.).

Mon., Fri. & Sat. KO ($40 w/rebuy, 2p); Tue., Thurs. & Sun. ($20 w/rebuy, 2p); Wed.
KO ($40 w/rebuy, 7p).
Daily ($20-$60) including a $3K guar. on Sat. ($20, 7p); $15K guar., Feb. 9 & 23.

Progressive straight and royal flush (daily); Omaha’s Wheel Them Out (Sun.-Thurs.,
10a-10p); high hand; Aces Cracked; Lucky Seat.
Bad-beat jackpot; ticket drawings (call for details).

Mon. & Tue. ($45 w/rebuys & add-on, 7p); Wed. & Thurs. ($55, 7p); Fri. ($75, 7p);
Sat. ($75, 2p); Sun. ($55, noon).
Mon. Ladies Only ($50, 7p) on 1st and 3rd Mon.; Tue.-Thurs. ($85, 7p); Wed. KO ($85,
7p); Fri.-Sat. ($65, 11a); Sun. ($60, 6p).
Sun.-Thurs. ($80, 1p & 7p); Fri. ($80, 10a); Sat. ($120, 10a); Sat. pineapple ($80,
7p).
Mon.-Wed. ($60, 1p & 7p); Thurs. ($60, 1p & $160, 7p); Fri. ($60, 1p & $125, 7p);
every other Sun. ($60, noon & 5p).
Daily ($45, noon); Fri. & Sat. ($60, 7p).

Progressive high-hand jackpot pays quads, straight flushes and royals.

Daily ($65, 3p); Thurs. turbo ($75); Sat. ($100, midnight).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (see website for details).
High hands (17 jackpots); call for details.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em and Omaha.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em ($150K paid between River City and Lumiere in nine
weeks); quarterly $10K Coverall Board (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is nines full of jacks or better & has multipliers ($150K
paid out between River City and Lumiere in nine weeks); Coverall Board promo.
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Mon., Wed., Fri., Sun. ($45, 10:30a); Mon. & Sun. ($100, 6:30p); Tue. ($45, 6:30p);
Wed. ($235, 6:30p); Sat. ($180, 10:30a).
Mon. freeroll (7p); Tue. ($45, 2p & $125, 6p); Wed. ($45, 10:30a & $65, 6p); Thurs. &
Sun. ($45, 2p & $125, 6p); Fri. ($65, 10:30a); Sat. ($65, 9:30a & $235, 2p).
Wed. ($60, 6p); Thurs. ($50, 7p); Feb. 9 & 23 ($60, 2p); Omaha/8 events, Feb. 2 & 16
($60, 2p); Island Cup Deepstack events on Mondays ($70, 6p).

ARIA
(866) 359-7111 • arialasvegas.com
ATLANTIS CASINO RESORT SPA RENO
(800) 723-6500 • atlantiscasino.com
BALLY’S LAS VEGAS
(702) 967-4111 • ballyslasvegas.com
BELLAGIO
(702) 693-7111 • bellagio.com
BINION’S GAMBLING HALL
(702) 382-1600 • binions.com
BOOMTOWN RENO
(775) 345-6000 • boomtownreno.com
BOULDER STATION HOTEL & CASINO
(702) 432-7777 • boulderstation.com
CAESARS PALACE
(702) 731-7110 • caesarspalace.com
CIRCUS CIRCUS LAS VEGAS
(702) 734-0410 • circuscircus.com
ELDORADO HOTEL CASINO
(775) 786-5700 • eldoradoreno.com
EXCALIBUR HOTEL AND CASINO
(702) 597-7777 • excalibur.com
FLAMINGO LAS VEGAS
(702) 733-3111 • flamingolasvegas.com
GOLDEN NUGGET LAS VEGAS
(702) 385-7111 • goldennugget.com
GRAND SIERRA RESORT
(775) 789-2000 • grandsierraresort.com
GREEN VALLEY RANCH
(702) 617-7777 • greenvalleyranchresort.com
HARRAH’S LAS VEGAS
(702) 369-5000 • harrahslasvegas.com
HARVEYS LAKE TAHOE
(775) 588-6611 • harveystahoe.com
HOOTERS
(866) 584-6687 • hooterscasinohotel.com
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Twice daily at 1p & 7p ($125, 10K chips, 30-minute levels).

No jackpots.

Mon.-Fri. ($40, 11a & 7p); Sat.-Sun. KO ($75, 11a).
Daily ($60, 11a, 2p & 8p) w/$500 guarantee first prize.

Rakeback for weekly hours; daily bonus hands for Aces Cracked; quads or better;
poker-room comp points (call for details).
Megabeat Jackpot starts at $200K (call for details).

Mon.-Thurs. ($125, 2p); Fri. & Sat. ($545, 2p); Sun. ($335, 2p).

No jackpots.

Daily ($60-$100) at 10a, 2p, 7p and 10p.

High hands; quads pays ($50); straight flush pays ($100); royals pay ($250).

Call for schedule.

Cash drawings; get paid for quads ($25), straight flush ($50), and royals ($100).

No tournaments.

Multiroom progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em starts at quad sixes and pays
$100K guaranteed; high hand (Wed.); Aces Cracked (Thurs.); $500 high hand (Sun.).
Megabeat Jackpot starts at $200K (call for details).

Daily ($70, 9a); ($110, noon); ($70, 4p); ($110, 7p); ($85, 10p); Sat. & Sun. ($235,
2p); WSOP Circuit event, Feb. 7-18 ($365-$1,675) w/main, Feb. 15 ($1,675, noon).
Daily ($45 w/$20 add-on, 2p); Sunday Freeroll at noon (play 10 hours minimum
to qualify).
Daily ($30, 10a); Tue. ($40, 6p); Wed.-Thurs. ($30, 6p); freeroll ($2.5K added), Feb.
15 (6p).
Daily ($35, 9a; $40, 1p, 5p & 8p); all tournaments allow re-entry until the first
break.
Daily ($70, 10a, 6p and 9p); daily ($60, 12:30a); daily KO ($80, 2p). Megabeat
Jackpot starts at $200K (call for details).
Daily ($65) at 1a, 4a, 11a, 3p, 7p, 10p; Sun. $5K guar. ($100, 9a).; $25K guar., Feb.
16 ($125, noon).
Daily ($45, 11a); Sun.-Thurs. ($60, 6:30p); Fri.-Sat. ($80 w/$20 bounties, 6:30p).
Daily ($40, 10a); Mon. Omaha/8 ($40, 7p); Wed. H.O.R.S.E. ($40, 7p); high hand
cash prizes during tournament play.
Daily ($60, 10a & 3p) & ($80 w/$20 bounties, 8p); $5K weekly freeroll (15 hours
needed to qualify from Sat. (10a)-Sat. (10a)- top 10 get paid $500 (call for details).
Daily ($40, 10a); Mon. & Wed. ($50, 6p); Tue. & Thurs. ($75, 6p); Fri. ($95, 6p); Sun.
($60, 2p).
No tournaments.

High hands; Aces Cracked pays $50, same color $100.
Bad-beat jackpots in hold’em and stud; quads or better is paid daily.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (aces full beaten by quads); spin the wheel pays $20$300 for quads or Aces Cracked.
High hand pays quads ($50), straight flush ($100) and royal ($500); high hand of
the hour pays $100 (8a-noon & 6p-10p).
High hand between 2a-2p wins twice the jackpot.
Aces Cracked pays $50 (Sun.-Thurs.).
Multiroom progressive bad beat in hold’em starts at quad sixes and pays $100K
guar.; progressive high hands (daily); royals are worth $5K-$10K (all suits).
Mini bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full and pays ($500/$200/$50); high hands;
get paid for straight flush ($100) and royals ($500).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads; progressive rewards jackpot is paid on quad
nines or better and straight and royal flushes.
Aces Cracked (daily, 2p-8p & 2a-6a); high hands (daily); get paid for quads ($100),
straight flush ($200) and royals ($500).
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JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS

LUXOR HOTEL & CASINO
(702) 262-4000 • luxor.com
M RESORT
(702) 797-1000 • themresort.com
MANDALAY BAY
702-632-7777 • mandalaybay.com
MGM GRAND LAS VEGAS
(702) 891-1111 • mgmgrand.com
MIRAGE
(702) 791-7111 • mirage.com
MONTE CARLO RESORT & CASINO
(702) 730-7777 • montecarlo.com
THE ORLEANS
(702) 365-7111 • orleanscasino.com
PALACE STATION
(702) 367-2453 • palacestation.com
PALMS CASINO
(702) 942-7777 • palms.com
PEPPERMILL RESORT CASINO
(775) 826-2121 • peppermillreno.com
PLANET HOLLYWOOD
(702) 785-5555 • planethollywoodresort.com
QUAD RESORT & CASINO
(800) 634-6441 • thquadlv.com
RED ROCK CASINO
(702) 797-7777 • redrock.sclv.com
RIO CASINO
(702) 777-7777 • riolasvegas.com
RIVIERA HOTEL AND CASINO
(800) 634-3420 • rivierahotel.com
SAM’S TOWN LAS VEGAS
(702) 456-7777 • samstownlv.com
SANTA FE STATION CASINO
(702) 658-4900 • santafestationlasvegas.com
SOUTH POINT HOTEL CASINO
(702) 796-7111 • southpointcasino.com
STRATOSPHERE
(702) 944-4915 • stratospherehotel.com
SUNCOAST HOTEL & CASINO
(702) 636-7111 • suncoastcasino.com
SUNSET STATION
(702) 547-7982 • sunsetstation.com
TEXAS STATION
(702) 631-1000 • texasstation.com
TREASURE ISLAND
(702) 894-7111 • treasureisland.com
VENETIAN RESORT
(702) 414-1000 • venetian.com
WYNN LAS VEGAS
(702) 770-7000 • wynnlasvegas.com

Daily ($40, 10:30a); ($40, 12:30p); ($40, 8:30p); ($40, 11:30p).

High hands (daily); Aces Cracked (Mon.-Thurs., 8a-noon); Blitz Bonus (Mon. &
Thurs.).
Progressive high hand; bad-beat jackpot in Omaha.

NEW JERSEY
BALLY’S ATLANTIC CITY
(609) 340-2000 • ballysac.com
BORGATA HOTEL CASINO
(609) 317-1000 • theborgata.com
CAESARS ATLANTIC CITY
(609) 348-4411 • caesarsac.com
GOLDEN NUGGET ATLANTIC CITY
(800) 777-8477 • goldennugget.com/atlanticcity
HARRAH’S ATLANTIC CITY
(609) 441-5000 • harrahsresort.com
REVEL
(609) 572-6040 • revelresorts.com
SHOWBOAT ATLANTIC CITY
(609) 343-4000 • showboatcasino.com
TROPICANA ATLANTIC CITY
(609) 340-4000 • tropicana.net
TRUMP TAJ MAHAL CASINO RESORT
(609) 449-1000 • playtajpoker.com

NEW MEXICO
BUFFALO THUNDER CASINO
(505) 455-5555 • buffalothunderresort.com
HARD ROCK ALBUQUERQUE
(505) 724-3800 • hardrockcasinoabq.com
INN OF THE MOUNTAIN GODS
(575) 464-7777 • innofthemountaingods.com
ROUTE 66 CASINO
(505) 352-7866 • rt66casino.com
SANDIA RESORT
(505) 796-7500 • sandiacasino.com
SANTA ANA STAR CASINO
505-867-0000 • santaanastar.com

Mon., Thurs., & Sun. ($55, 10a & 6p); Wed. ($55, 10a & $100, 6p); Fri.-Sat. ($75,
10a & 6p).
Mon.-Sun. ($40, 10a), ($50, 3p), ($50, 6p), ($50, 11p); single table tournaments
available ($60, 1p & 9p).
Daily ($80, 11a); Sun.-Thurs. ($80, 7p); Tue. H.O.R.S.E. ($120, 7:15p); Fri. & Sat.
($125, 7p).
Daily ($60, 11a & 7p) & ($50, 2p & 10p); Sat. ($110, 11a).
Daily ($50, 9a), ($40, 2p) & ($60, 6p & 11p); monthly $16K freeroll (call for details).
Daily ($75, noon & 7p) except Fri. ($125, 7p), Sat. ($100, 7p) & Sun. ($100, 7p).
No tournaments.
Sun.-Fri. ($65, 10a); Wed. KO ($75, 7p).
Mon.-Fri. ($35-$115) at 2p & 6:30p; Sat. ($115, 1p); Sun. ($35 w/rebuys, 1p &
6:30p).
Daily ($70) at 10a, 2p and 7p.
Mon.-Sun. at 11a, 3p and 9p ($60); Sat. & Sun. ($25 w/rebuys, 9a).
Daily ($110, 10a); Mon. & Thurs. ($100, 6:30p); Tue., Wed. & Sun. ($80, 6:30p).
Daily ($55, noon); ($55, 3p); ($65, 6p); ($75, 9p); ($55, midnight).
Daily ($60) at 7a, 11a, 7p and 11p; monthly freerolls.
Daily ($23, 10a) & daily ($30 w/rebuy, 1:30p); Fri.-Sat. deepstack ($45 w/rebuy, 7p
& 11p); deepstack events on 2nd and 4th Sat. of the month ($100).
Sun.-Thurs. ($45, 7p); Mon.-Sat. ($45, noon); Fri.-Sat. ($45, 6p).
Daily KO ($60) at 10a, 2p and 7p (unlimited re-entries during first hour). See ad on
previous page.
Daily at 11a, 7p and 11p ($45 w/$20 add-on); daily ($60, 3p).
Daily at 10a & 7p; Mon. & Tue. ($45 w/$20 add-on, 7p); Wed. & Sun. KO ($65 w/$20
bounties, 7p); all 10a tournaments are $45 w/$20 add-on.
No tournaments.
Fri. ($35, 7p).
Daily ($50) at 11a, 2p, 7p and 10p.
Mon.-Thurs. ($150, noon); nightly ($120, 7p); Tue. KO ($150, 7p); Fri. KO ($200, noon)
& Survivor ($200, 7p); Sat. ($300, noon); Sun. ($200, noon); Feb. 2 ($500, noon).
Mon.-Fri. ($140, noon & 7p); Thurs. KO ($140, 7p); Sat. ($225, noon); Sun. ($200,
noon); CPPT series, Feb. 28-March 21 ($300-$5,180).
Daily ($55); Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. (1p & 7p); Fri. (1p & 9p); Sun. (1p & 7p); winners of
tournaments will be invited to the $10K TOC Freeroll.
Daily ($40-$340); Mon. $10K guar. ($140, 11a); Wed. $15K guar. ($120, 11a & 7p);
Thurs. $2.5K guar. ($55, 7p); Fri. $30K guar. ($300, noon).
Daily ($100, 1:15p & 6:15p); WSOP Circuit event, Feb. 28-March 11 (call for
schedule).
Daily ($80, 4a, 10a, 4p & 10p); Sat. $10K guar. ($120, noon); Sun. $2,012 guar.
($50, noon).
Daily at 10:15a, 1:15p, 8:15p and midnight ($70-$125).
Daily (12:30p & 8p); Fri. $5K guar. ($75); Sat. ($100); Feb. 22 ($125). See ad on
facing page.
Daily $65 (11a, 2a & 7p); nightly $60 (11p); $20K starting stack for all tournaments;
Fri. & Sat. 7p events pay $5K guar. with unlimited re-entry for 6 levels.
Daily ($62, 11:15a & 7:15p), including a Fri. ($122, 7:15p) and Sat. ($122, 11:15a &
7:15p); midnight tournaments run Sun.-Thurs. ($42) & Fri.-Sat. ($62).
Daily ($50-$230) at 12:15p, 4:15p, 7:15p, & midnight, including two deepstacks on
Saturdays ($230, 7:15p) & ($120, 4:15p & midnight).

Tue. ($40, 6:30p); Fri. & Sat. ($75, 6:30p); Feb. 23 ($150, 1p).
Daily ($20-$50) at 2p & 7p, including Fri. & Sat. ($50, 7p); many tournaments have
rebuys and add-ons.
Mon.-Fri. ($20, noon); Mon.-Fri. satellites ($60); Sun. ($55, 2p).
Daily ($25-$55); Mon.-Fri. (11a); Mon. (7p); Tue. & Thurs. (7p); Wed. (11a & 7p); Fri.
(11a, 5p, & 8p); Sat. (noon, 5p & 8p); Sun. (7p).
Tue. ($40, 7p); Wed. varies ($25, 7p) Thurs. ($50, 7p); Sun. ($40, noon); Omaha
events, Feb. 6 & 27 (call for details).
Mon.-Fri. ($30, 11a); Tue. ($30, 7p); Wed. PLO & Thurs. KO ($40, 7p); Fri. ($100, 7p);
Sat. ($40, 11a) & H.O.R.S.E. ($40, 7p); Sun. Omaha/8 ($40, 11a) & ($40, 7p).

Progressive high hands (daily); tiered high-hand bonus (Mon., Wed., & Fri.) pays to flop
it ($300), turn it ($200) and river it ($100); College Hoops High Hands (Tue. & Thurs.).
Nightly mixed games and H.O.R.S.E. (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot; high hands; Aces Cracked; high hand of the hour; Déjà Vu
Progressive Jackpot (call for details).
Uncapped progressive high-hand jackpot is quads or better with a new progressive
table share (call for details).
$50K progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; tournament player of the month
includes top point earners who will receive their share of a progressive prize pool.
Multiroom progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em starts at quad sixes and pays
$100K guar.; multiroom jumbo royals start at $5K; progressive Omaha high hands.
Early bird promo pays $25 every hour between 8a-1p; earn up to $200 per day by
playing live cash games.
High hands; get paid for straight flushes and royals.
High-hand jackpots; quads pay $100; straight and royals are progressive starting
at $250.
Aces Cracked pays $100 (daily); progressive payouts for royal flushes.
Multiroom progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em starts at quad sixes and pays
$100K guaranteed; tournament bad-beat jackpot.
Progressive royals start at $1K; cash drawings pay $100 (5a, 7a, 9a and 11a); Graveyard Trip Comps (daily, 3a-noon) pays $3 per hour instead of $1 per hour.
High hands (call for details).
Uncapped progressive high hands; Aces Cracked pays $50 (midnight-noon & 4p-9p).
Multiroom Jumbo progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em starts at quad sixes and
pays $100K guaranteed.
Progressive bad-beat jackpot pays $25K minimum; players earn comps while
playing (call for details).
Royal and straight-flush jackpots; high-hand jackpot; get paid for quads, straight
flushes and royals; Aces Cracked (Mon.-Fri., 9a-5p).
High-hand bonus for quads or better; earn comp dollars for playing live games.
Multiroom progressive bad-beat jackpot; Splash the Pot (Tue.); Make 4 Flushes pays
$400 (Mon. & Thurs.); Aces Cracked double the pot (Wed., Sat. & Sun.).
Jumbo Jackpot is quad fours beaten.
High hands pay up to $500; quads spins wheel; straight flush spins w/2X multiplier;
royal spins w/5X multiplier; cash back promotion pays up to $599 (call for details).
Tournament bad-beat jackpot ($30K added by the house); Deep Stack Extravaganza
runs until Feb. 28 ($200-$2,500) w/main event, Feb. 17 ($2,500, noon).
No jackpots.

Harrah’s AC multiroom bad-beat jackpot starts at quad queens and decreases Wed.
if not hit; high hand (Mon. & Tue.); bonus comps (Wed. & Thurs.); Aces Cracked (Fri.).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quad 10s; mini bad beat in hold’em is quad deucesnines; see website for more promotions.
Harrah’s AC multiroom bad-beat jackpot starts at quad queens and decreases every
Wednesday if it doesn’t get hit; double comp dollars (call for details).
Progressive high-hand jackpot.
Harrah’s AC multiroom bad beat starts at quad queens and decreases every Wed. if
it doesn’t get hit.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; high hand; get paid for royals; $2,500 drawing (Sun.,
15 hours of weekly play).
Harrah’s AC multiroom bad-beat jackpot starts at quad queens and decreases every
Wednesday if it doesn’t get hit.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads; “3-8” special promotion jackpot (call for
details); tournament bad-beat jackpot is quads over aces full of kings.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quads); high hands are entered into drawings to win
$1K; 50-50 club (call for details).

Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; Easy Aces Mini Bad Beat pays
$599/$300/$75.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; tournament bad-beat jackpot.
Bonus chips (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot; Action Aces (Mon.-Fri.); Splash the Pot.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em and Omaha.
Splash the Pot (Mon. & Tue., 8p-midnight); get paid for quads ($50), straight flush
($100) and royal flush ($250).
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SENECA NIAGARA
(877) 873-6322 • senecaniagaracasino.com
SENECA SALAMANCA
(877) 860-5130 • senecagames.com
TURNING STONE RESORT
(800) 386-5366 • turningstone.com

Mon. KO ($90, 10a & 7p); Tue. & Thurs. ($45, 10a & 7p); Wed. ($55, w/rebuys, 10a &
7p); Fri. ($55, 10a & $175, 1p); Sat. ($230, 11a); Sun. ($55, 10a & 7p).
Mon ($60, 7p); Wed. ($35, 11a) & ($60, 7p); Thurs. ($90, 6p); Fri. ($35, 6p); Sat. &
Sun. ($60, noon). Ask about Ante Up Poker Cruise satellites.
Mon.-Thurs. ($60-$100) at noon & 7p; Fri. ($70, 2p & $90, 7p); Sat. ($100, 11a &
$125, 7p); Sun. ($125, 11a & $70, 7p).

NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA
HARRAH’S CHEROKEE (N.C.)
(828) 497-7777 • harrahscherokee.com
SUNCRUZ (S.C.)
(843) 280-2933 • suncruzaquasino.com

OHIO

BUCKEYE CHARITY POKER
(440) 347-9565 • buckeyecharitypoker.com
HOLLYWOOD COLUMBUS
(614) 308-3333 • hollywoodcolumbus.com
HOLLYWOOD TOLEDO
(419) 661-5200 • hollywoodcasinotoledo.com
HORSESHOE CLEVELAND
(216) 297-4777 • caesars.com/horseshoecleveland

OKLAHOMA
CHOCTAW RESORT CASINO
(580) 920-0160 • choctawcasinos.com
DOWNSTREAM CASINO RESORT
(918) 919-6000 • downstreamcasino.com
FIRELAKE GRAND CASINO
(405) 964-7263 • firelakegrand.com
HARD ROCK TULSA
(918) 384-6648 • hardrockcasinotulsa.com
OSAGE MILLION DOLLAR TULSA
(877) 246-8777 • milliondollarelm.com
RIVER SPIRIT CASINO
(918) 299-8518 • creeknationcasino.com
RIVERWIND CASINO
(405) 322-6000 • riverwindcasino.com
WINSTAR WORLD CASINO
(580) 276-4229 • winstarcasinos.com

Progressive high hands (24/7); get paid for quads ($25), straight flushes ($75) and
royals ($100); Western New York Poker Challenge (see ad Page 5 for details).
Progressive bad beat jackpot in hold’em (quad deuces), Omaha (quad nines) and
stud (quad sevens); Preferred Player Rewards (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot is in hold’em (quad deuces); royals pay $100.

Monday ($120, 7p); Tuesday ($60, 7p); Wednesday ($30, 2a) & PLO ($60, 7p);
Thursday ($60, 7p); Saturday ($120, 10a); Sunday ($60, 2p).
Tuesday ($220, 7p); daily freerolls (call for schedule).

Call for information.

Daily events at 7p.

$25 match-play coupon on Page 33; $4 max rake.

Call for information.

Call for promotions.

Mon.-Fri. ($40, 10:15a); Mon. ($40, 7:15p); Wed. ($50, 7:15p); Thurs. KO ($65,
7:15p); Sun. ($120, 12:15p).
Mon. ($200, noon); Thurs. PLO ($100 w/re-entry, noon); Feb. 24 ($500, noon).

Call for promotions.

Mon.-Fri. ($60- $115) at 2p & 7p; Sat. ($225, noon); WSOP Circuit event, Jan. 10-21
($365-$1,675) w/main event, Jan. 18 ($1,675, noon). See ad Page 39.
Mon. & Wed. w/lunch provided ($30, 11a); Mon. ($20, 7p); Wed. KO ($50, 7p); Fri.
($40, 7p); Sat. ($150, 2p); Sun. H.O.R.S.E. ($50, 2p).
Mon. ($30, 11a & $30 w/rebuys, 7p); Tue.-Wed. ($15, 11a & $50, 7p); Thurs. ($50,
7p); Fri. ($30, 11a & $70, 6p); Sat. ($120, 2p). See ad Page 30.
Daily; ask about future satellites to major events. See ad Page 30.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads.

Mon.-Fri. ($40, noon); including Mon. PLO (7:30p); Sat. KO ($60, noon).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Sun.-Fri. ($50, 9:30a); Mon. ($30 w/rebuys, 7p); Tue. ($50, 6p); Wed. ante only ($50,
7p); Thurs. & Sun. KO ($70, 7p); Fri. ($50 w/$10 add-on, 7p); Sat. KO ($70, 9:30a).
Daily ($40-$100) at 11a; Sun.-Thurs. (7p).

Progressive bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (quads); high hands; tournament freeroll
(call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Mon. ($60, 1p & $115, 7p); Tue. ($100, 7p); Wed. ($60, 1p & $60 w/re-entries, 7p);
Thurs. KO ($115, 1p); Fri. ($220, 11a); Sun. ($230, 1p, 10K chips).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads or better and pays $20K minimum.

Bad-beat (aces full of jacks beaten by quads); get paid for quads ($50), straight
flush ($100) royals ($200).

Call for information.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; tournament bad-beat jackpot. See ads on Pages 7
and 31.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em pays $10K.

TWO GREAT BOOKS,
ONE GREAT MIND

Pick up Joe Navarro’s books on Amazon.com,
and visit his Web site at www.jnforensics.com

WHERE TO PLAY
CARDROOMS
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OREGON
LOCATION
CHINOOK WINDS CASINO
(541) 996-5825 • chinookwindscasino.com
ENCORE CLUB
(503) 206-8856 • encoreclub.com
SEVEN FEATHERS CASINO
(541) 839-1111 • sevenfeathers.com
SPIRIT MOUNTAIN CASINO
(503) 879-2350 • spiritmountain.com
WILDHORSE RESORT
(541) 278-2274 • wildhorseresort.com

TOURNAMENTS/SPECIAL EVENTS
Mon. ($25, 12:30p); Mon. KO ($55, 6p); Tue. ($25, 12:30p); Wed. ($45, 12:30p) &
($30, 6p); Thurs. KO ($55, 12:30p); Fri. ($50, 12:30p); Sat. ($95, 2p); Sun. ($60, 6p).
Mon.-Fri ($25 w/rebuy, noon, 2p & 4p, 10p), ($30 w/rebuy, 6p), ($50-$100, 8p); Sat.
freeroll (noon); $10K guar. ($90 w/rebuy, 7p); Sun. freeroll (noon).
Events on Feb. 2 & 16 (1:30p); Wed. ($35, 6p); Fri. freeroll (6p).
Mon. ($30, 10:30a); Tue. stud/8 ($30, 10:30a); Wed. O/8 ($30, 10:30a) & ($25 w/rebuys,
7p); Thurs. ($30, 10:30a) & ($90, 7p); Fri. ($70, noon) & ($60, 7p); Sat. ($90, noon).
Tue. ($30 w/$25 rebuy & add-on, 6:30p); Thurs. & Sat. ($55, 6:30p); Sun. ($35, 1p).

PENNSYLVANIA
HARRAH’S PHILADELPHIA
(800) 480-8020 • harrahschester.com
HOLLYWOOD PENN NATIONAL
(717) 469-2211 • hcpn.com
MEADOWS CASINO
(724) 503-1200 • meadowsgaming.com
MOHEGAN SUN/POCONO DOWNS
(570) 831-2100 • mohegansunpocono.com
PARX CASINO
(215) 639-9000 • parxcasino.com
PRESQUE ISLE DOWNS & CASINO
(866) 374-3386 • eriecasino.com
RIVERS CASINO
(412) 231-7777 • theriverscasino.com
SANDS CASINO BETHLEHEM
(877) SANDS-77 • sandsbethworks.com

WASHINGTON
7 CEDARS CASINO
(360) 683-7777 • 7cedarsresort.com
ANGEL OF THE WINDS CASINO
(360) 474-9740 • angelofthewinds.com
CLEARWATER CASINO
(360) 598-8700 • clearwatercasino.com
LITTLE CREEK CASINO
(360) 427-7711 • little-creek.com
MUCKLESHOOT CASINO
(253) 804-4444 • muckleshootcasino.com
NORTHERN QUEST CASINO
(509) 242-7000 • northernquest.com
SNOQUALMIE CASINO
(425) 888-1234 • snocasino.com
SWINOMISH CASINO & LODGE
(360) 293-2691 • swinomishcasino.com
TULALIP RESORT CASINO
(360) 716-6000 • tulalipresort.com.com

WEST VIRGINIA
HOLLYWOOD AT CHARLES TOWN
(800) 795-7001 • ctowntables.com
MOUNTAINEER RIVER POKER ROOM
(304) 387-8458 • mountaineerpoker.com

WISCONSIN

HO-CHUNK GAMING AT MADISON
ho-chunkgaming.com • (608) 223-9576
HO-CHUNK GAMING AT NEKOOSA
(800) 782-4560 • ho-chunkgaming.com
HO-CHUNK GAMING AT WISCONSIN DELLS
(608) 356-6210 • ho-chunkgaming.com
MENOMINEE CASINO
(715) 799-3600 • menomineecasinoresort.com
POTAWATOMI BINGO CASINO
(414) 645-6888 • paysbig.com

All weekday tournaments have guaranteed prize pools (see website for details).
Monte Carlo Board (aces full or better) paid daily; $50 alternating high hands/Aces
Cracked hourly (Wed., noon-mid.); $50/$100 high hands/half hour (Thurs./Sat.).
Spin the Wheel (Fri. & Sat.); Sunday Super High Hands; Monte Carlo Payouts
(Mon.-Thurs.).
Call for promotions.

Daily ($50-$225); Sun.-Tue. & Thurs. (11:30a, 6:30p & 11:30p); Wed. (noon &
11:30p); Fri. Double Green Chip Bounty (11:30a); Sat. (11:30a).
Mon. ($60, 11:15a); Tue.-Thurs. ($80, 11:15a); Fri.-Sun. ($100, 11:15a); Mon.-Thurs.
($60, 7:15p); Sun. KO ($100, 7:15p); Feb. 23 ($200, 11:15a).
Daily & nightly ($30-$70, 11a & 7:15p); Sat. ($30, 3:15p); Sun. ($95, 4:15p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; WSOP satellite seats awarded (call for details); Philly
Poker Open, Feb. 16-24 ($90-$500) w/main event, Feb. 22 ($500, noon).
Progressive bad-beat jackpot; progressive straight flush and royal flush jackpots
(call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; earn $5/hour rake back (call for details).

Call for tournament schedule.

High-hand promotion (call for details).

Mon. ($120, 7p); Tue. ($120, 7p); Wed. ($120, noon); Thurs. ($120, 7p); Sat. ($230,
noon); Sun. ($80, noon); Parx Big Stax series, Feb. 6-18 ($70-$1,600).
Mon. ($75, 7:30p); Tue. ($50, 12:30p); Wed. KO ($75, 7:30p); Thurs. ($50, 12:30p.

Call for details.

Daily ($65-$555); Sun.-Fri. (noon & 7p); Sat. (noon).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (aces full of jacks).

Mon. ($100, 11a); Tue. ($100, 11a); Wed. ($150, 7p); Thurs. KO ($125, 7p); Sat.
($200, 11a).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is quads.

SOUTH DAKOTA
CADILLAC JACK’S
(605) 578-1500 • cadillacjacksresort.com
LODGE AT DEADWOOD
(605) 578-4800 • deadwoodlodge.com
SALOON #10
(605) 578-3346 • saloon10.com
SILVERADO FRANKLIN
(605) 578-3670 • silveradocasino.com

JACKPOTS/PROMOTIONS
Call for promotions. See ad on facing page for DeepStacks Tour schedule.

Mon.-Fri. ($12 w/$5 rebuys, 1p); Mon. KO ($40, 7p); Tue. ($12 w/$5 rebuys, 7p);
Wed. ($46, 7p); Thurs. & Sun. ($22 w/$10 rebuys, 7p); Sat. ($22 w/$10 rebuys, 11a).
Mon.-Fri. ($33-$55, 6:30p) except Thurs. KO ($77); Sat. ($22 w/rebuys, 2p) & ($55,
8p); Sun. all-in or fold ($22 w/rebuys, 3p); last Sun. $220 w/$100 add-on, 3p).
Thurs.-Sun. ($6 w/$10 rebuy & $3 add-on, 10:30a) & ($23 w/$2 add-on, 2p).
Tue. & Thurs. ($88, 6:30p); Sat. ($22, 3p); Sun. ($44 w/$20 add-on, 3p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; full house or better earn stamps on Pink Card (full Pink
Card is worth $25 and can be used for a room, food or slots).
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; half rake on $2-$10 or lower games; High Society
Challenge (call for details).
Bad-beat jackpot; win $1K for quad 10s; win 25% of bad-beat jackpot for aces and
eights.
Call for promotions.

Wed. ($75, 6p); Thurs. Omaha/8 ($65, 6p); Sat. ($80, 1p); Sun. ($65, 6p); $777
added event, Feb. 8 ($77, 6p)..
Daily ($40, 10a) including Fri. ($75, 6:30p); Sat. KO ($60, 6:30p); many tournaments
vary between hold’em, Omaha/8 and crazy pineapple (call for schedule).
Daily ($25 w/$5 rebuys, 11:30a); Tue. Beat the Boss KO ($50, 6p); Wed. ($50 w/$20
add-on, 6p).
Mon. ($25 w/$20 rebuy, 7p); Tue. KO ($35, 7p); Wed. ($45, 6p); Thurs. ($55, 7p); Fri.
KO ($35, 6p); Sat. KO ($35, 5p); Sun. Omaha/8 ($35, 5p).
Mon.-Fri. ($35, 10:30a); Mon. ($110, 7p); Tue. KO ($105, 7p); Wed. & Thurs. ($65,
7p); Sat. ($40 w/rebuys, noon); Feb. 10 ($215, noon).
Mon.-Fri. KO ($40, 10:30a); Wed. ($20 w/$20 rebuy, 7p); Mon. & Thurs. ladies night
($20, 7p); Sat. KO ($75, 10:30a).
Mon.-Fri. ($30, 10:30a); Mon. ($20, 7p); Wed. KO ($58, 7p); Thurs. ($20, 7p); Sat.
($68, 11a); Sun. KO ($68, 11a) & ($30, 3p).
Daily at 12:15p & 7p; Mon.-Tue. & Sun. ($22); Wed. ($11 w/rebuys & $33); Thurs.
Omaha/8 ($22) & $33; Fri. ($22 & $55); Sat. ($27 & $33).
Mon.-Fri. ($20, 10:30a); Mon. ($40, 7p); Tue. ($75, 7p); Wed. ($50, 7p); Thurs. ($130,
7p); Sat. ($100, 11a); Sun. ($65, noon) & PLO ($75, 4p).

Double Hours (Thurs. & Sun.); call for details.

Mon. KO ($125, 7p); Tue. ($150, noon); Wed. ($150, 7p); Thurs. ($150, noon); Fri. KO
($125, noon & $225, 7p); Sat. ($250, noon & $150, 7p); Sun. ($150, 11a).
Daily ($25-$100); Mon., Fri. & Sat. (12:15p); Wed. (10:30a); Sun. (2p); Feb. 23
(7:30p).

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; royal flush pays $100; Hot Seat (Mon., 10a-10p). See
ad on Pages 2-3 for the HPO regional event.
Bad beat is aces full of kings; high hands pay $100 (call for details).

Mon. ($33, 1p); Wed. ($55, 7:30p); Fri. ($55, 7p); 1st & 3rd Sat. of month PLO ($33,
2p); 2nd, 4th & 5th Sat. of the month ($33, 2p).
Wed. ($35, 6:45p); Sat. ($60, 4:45p); Feb. 2 ($215, 2:15p); Poker Polar Blast, Feb.
23 ($330, 11a).
Tue. ($55, 1p); Thurs. ($55, 7:15p); Sun. ($85, 1p); Feb. 3 ($170, 1p); KO event, Feb.
17 ($220, 10a).
Fri. ($40, 7p); Sat. ($60, noon); closed on Sundays; Winter Classic, Feb. 9 ($250); call
for details. See ad Page 52.
Monday ($100 w/$10 add-on, 8p); Sunday ($100 w/$10 add-on, 8p).

Rackback Bucks (call for details).

High hands and bonus high hands (call for details).
Daily Double jackpot; get paid for quads, straight flush and royals; Lightning Strikes
& Thunder Rumbles jackpots (call for details).
Extra tournament chips (two hours of live play required); call for details.
$10K bad-beat jackpot; high hands pay $100 every half-hour (24/7); royals pay
$500 plus a jacket.
Call for promotions.
$500 for royals; $200 for straight flushes; quad of the day pays $400; high hands
pay $100-$500.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em; mini bad-beat jackpot; royal flush bonus.
Aces Cracked; quads or better pays.

Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em (daily).
Call for promotions.
Bad-beat jackpot in hold’em is aces full of tens and Omaha is quads; Aces Cracked
pays up to $150.
Call for details to the new bad-beat jackpot.

* SNG = single-table tournaments; all tournaments are no-limit hold’em unless noted. Poker room managers email roth@anteupmagazine.com

ON THE BUTTON

SPONSORED BY CHECKRAZE.COM
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WITH SHANNON SHORR
Shannon Shorr’s first major payday was a fourth-place finish at the 2006 Aussie Millions,
banking more than $200K. In the 2008 World Series of Poker, Shorr finished runner-up in a
$2K event, earning $349,141. The next month, he won a $3K Bellagio Cup preliminary event
for $247,555. Today, he has more than $4.5 million in career winnings, plus $1.2 million in
online winnings. Our Mike Owens recently caught up with Shorr to discuss his career.
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Where are you from and where is home for you now? I’m from Birmingham, Ala., and still call the city home. Although, I’m rarely there as
I’ve spent most of the last seven years traveling.
What is an average day like for Shannon Shorr? Nowadays, I’m very
productive and focused. I generally wake up and get right to the
gym then get anything pressing done that has to be done. Often, that
means playing poker tournaments. In my free evenings, I love reading, sports, foreign films, partying and hanging out with friends.
What has worked best for you over the years in regards to improving your
game? I happen to have a close-knit group of friends that are worldclass tournament players. I tend to talk strategy with them. I also, of
course, read forums and generally try to soak in as much knowledge
as possible about tournament poker.
If you never got into poker, what do you think you would be doing for a
living right now? I most likely would be a civil engineer somewhere in
Alabama had I not discovered poker.
Your greatest poker moment? I have so many fond memories of my
time playing this game. It’s hard to choose just one. I was really lucky
to have a lot go right early in my career. If I had to pick I would say
winning the Bellagio Cup for $650,000 (after cutting a deal) way
back in 2006 was probably the highlight and most memorable. It was
at that point that it became clear that poker was here to stay for me.
Did you have a mentor when you were learning the game? I was mentored

by two individuals at different points in my career: Jonathan Little
when I was first starting to win at poker in 2005 and Eric Baldwin in
late 2007-early 2008 when I was just really in a bad place personally
and professionally. I will forever be indebted to them.
What do you do to keep yourself focused during a big tournament? I am
a huge proponent of focusing at the highest level whenever playing
tournaments. It’s not always possible in the smaller ones, but I have
very little difficulty staying completely focused in big events. I prefer
to totally isolate myself during big tournaments by turning off my
phone and spending the breaks in the action by myself. I can only
imagine what some of the other regulars on the tournament circuit
must think as I can only imagine I look pretty standoffish at times.
Do you enjoy the World Series as much as you used to? I hate to admit
it, but I don’t. That isn’t to say I don’t still love playing those events
every day each summer, though. The truth is I’ve grown to really
dislike just about everything about the city of Las Vegas. I’ve found
it very difficult to have human interaction or make friends there as
everyone is only interested in himself or herself.
Early in my career it was awesome because there were huge, huge
numbers in the tournaments; I was partying really hard, and I was
really out to make a name for myself. Now, it feels a little more like
work and the summers can become long and very isolated if things
aren’t going well. S

July 28-Aug. 3
Hard Rock Punta Cana • Dominican Republic

$1,100 Main Event • Winner featured on cover of Ante Up
14 Great Tournaments • Buy-ins as low as $115
Cash Games and More • Caribbean’s most luxurious casino
Great Hotel Rates • Everything included, plus resort credit
To book

Questions?

Jose Estrella
809-731-0099 ext. 4751

Scott Long
727.331.4335

PUNTA CANA

Scott@anteupmagazine.com

Jose.Estrella@hardrockcasinopuntacana.com

anteupmagazine.com/worldchampionship

